Even During A Pandemic, Keeping Your Company Safe and Comfortable Is What We Do.

As a division of Mark’s, Mark’s Commercial is able to offer our customers complete access to the innovative thinking, design and manufacturing that Mark’s and our many vendors put into its industrial clothing, offering you what you are looking for in colour, fit and quality.

During our Industrial Campaign we can offer you incredible savings in quantity as well. The more you purchase, the more you’ll save on the items shown on the following pages.
MEN'S WATERPROOF HD3
450D BIB OVERALLS

These Dakota bib overalls will keep you dry and comfortable when you work outside in cold and wet conditions.

FEATURES
• 100% Polyester, 450 Denier HYPER-DRI HD3 100% waterproof/breathable.
• All seams are taped and heat sealed for 100% waterproof protection. Key seams are double-stitched for added strength. Key stress points reinforced with bartacks.
• Heavy-duty adjustable elastic suspenders with quick-release buckles.
• High bib front.
• Side gussets with adjustable Velcro waist tabs.
• Right back patch pocket with Velcro close-flap.
• Heavy-duty adjustable elastic suspenders with quick-release buckles.
• High bib front.
• Side gussets with adjustable Velcro waist tabs.
• Right back patch pocket with Velcro close-flap.
• Polyester-lined legs and seat.
• Boot zippers protected by outer placket.
• Inside bottom legs reinforced with extra fabric layer.
• Machine wash, hang to dry. Do not dry clean.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-3XL
STYLE: 1AALDK-WPBB01, 1AALDK-WPBB01X

REGULAR PRICE
$114.99  $124.99
1AALDK-WPBB01  1AALDK-WPBB01X

INDUSTRIAL WORKWEAR

MEN'S WATERPROOF BREATHABLE BIB PANTS

FEATURES
• 600 Denier Polyester shell, 100% Polyester lining.
• HYPER-DRI® HD3 waterproof/breathable protection.
• Waterproof zipper.
• High insulated back for extra coverage.
• Heavy-duty adjustable suspenders.
• Velcro® adjustable cuffs and waist tabs.
• 2-way leg zippers with Velcro® closures.
• Pockets everywhere!
• Key seams are triple stitched, taped and heat-sealed for added strength and key stress points are reinforced with brass rivets. Double layer knees with drain holes allow insertion of knee pads.

COLORS: Black, Brown
SIZES: XS-XL, 2XL-5XL
STYLE: WPBB-001, WPBB-001X

REGULAR PRICE
$164.99  $174.99
WPBB-001  WPBB-001X

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
DAKOTA
MEN’S STRETCH DUCK BIB OVERALLS
Equipped with plenty of pockets for your tools, these Dakota unlined bib overalls are made with snag and abrasion-resistant cotton duck fabric for extra toughness on the job. They have double knees to resist wear, and an assortment of pockets and loops for your hammer, brush and other gear. Breathable cotton fabric keeps you cool and dry throughout the day.

FEATURES
• 10 oz. 100% Cotton Duck.
• Snag and abrasion resistant.
• Adjustable suspenders with brass hardware.
• Double knees with cleanout bottom.
• Snap-close bib pocket, hammer loop on left leg.
• Tool pockets on right leg, brush loop on back-right pocket.
• Easy care, machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Black, Brown
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-3XL
STYLE: I9E919, I9E929

REGULAR PRICE
$6999  $7499
183019  183029

INDUSTRIAL WORKWEAR
MEN’S UNLINED DUCK BIB OVERALLS
Equipped with plenty of pockets for your tools, these Dakota unlined bib overalls are made with snag and abrasion-resistant cotton duck fabric for extra toughness on the job. They have double knees to resist wear, and an assortment of pockets and loops for your hammer, brush and other gear. Breathable cotton fabric keeps you cool and dry throughout the day.

FEATURES
• 10 oz. 100% Cotton Duck.
• Snag and abrasion resistant.
• Adjustable suspenders with brass hardware.
• Double knees with cleanout bottom.
• Snap-close bib pocket, hammer loop on left leg.
• Tool pockets on right leg, brush loop on back-right pocket.
• Easy care, machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Black, Brown
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-3XL
STYLE: I83019, I83029

REGULAR PRICE
$9499  $10499
19E919  19E929

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.
PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
MEN’S UNLINED WORK COVERALLS

From Carhartt, these cotton duck overalls perform well and provide a good fit. They have adjustable suspenders with front elastic for flexibility as you move. For added comfort, stretch side gussets fit close to the body at waist level. These overalls have chap-style front legs and kick panels. Built for strength and durability, the overalls feature triple-stitched main seams with metal rivets placed at typical stress points.

FEATURES
• 12 oz. 100% ring-spun cotton duck.
• Adjustable elastic front suspenders with webbing slider straps.
• Stretch side panels for precise fit.
• Updated chap front.
• Kick panels. Ledge pockets, double back pockets, left side ruler pocket, right side hammer loop.
• Triple-stitched main seams.
• Metal rivets at vital stress points.

COLORS: Navy, Black
SIZES: 28”-44”, 28”-36” inseam
STYLE: 102776-412, 102776-001

REGULAR PRICE
$134.99

MEN’S BROWN DUCK INSULATED COVERALLS

FEATURES
• 65% polyester/35% cotton with 100% polyester quilted lining.
• Adjustable cuffs with concealed rib knit storm cuff.
• 2-way zipper front zipper concealed with storm flap secured by snaps.
• 2 upper front chest pockets with concealed snap flaps.
• 2 large lower front patch pockets.
• 2-way waist-to-ankle zippers on legs secured with storm flap.
• Accomodates snap-on hood HD20 (sold separately).

COLORS: Brown
SIZES: S-5XL
STYLE: CD32BD, CD32BDX

REGULAR PRICE
$224.99
$269.99

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.
OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
DAKOTA
MEN’S HD3 WATERPROOF 300D RIP-STOP BOMBER JACKET

FEATURES
• 100% Polyester OUTER SHELL; 100% Polyester lining.
• Poly mesh lined body, poly lined sleeves for added comfort.
• HYPER-DRI HD3 waterproof/breathable protection.
• Rugged 300 denier trilobal rip-stop polyester
• 3-piece detachable hood with centre back adjustable barrel lock and elasticized draw cord. Locker loop inside neck and anti-pill fleece lined collar and chin guard.
• Waterproof zip storage pocket on right chest and left sleeve.
• All seams are taped and heat-sealed for 100% waterproofing.
• 2-way waterproof underarm zipper vents with mesh lining for extra breathability.
• Gusseted sleeve placket with double snap closures seal out wind and wet weather.
• Reflective safety piping on front and back.

COLORS: Black, Navy
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-5XL
STYLE: 1AALDK-WPB003, 1AALDK-WPB003X

REGULAR PRICE
$149.99  $159.99
1AALDK-WPB003  1AALDK-WPB003X

INDUSTRIAL WORKWEAR
MEN’S HD3 WATERPROOF 450D BIB JACKET

FEATURES
• 450 Denier polyester, a waterproof, breathable fabric.
• Mesh-lined body and polyester-lined sleeves.
• All seams are taped and heat sealed for 100% waterproof protection.
• Double-stitched key seams for durability.
• Detachable 3-piece peaked hood with centre-back adjustable elasticized draw cord. Locker loop inside neck.
• Anti-pill fleece-lined collar and chin guard.
• Vented front and back yokes.
• Underarm ventilation grommets.
• Reflective piping across front and back.
• Large lower front pockets with Velcro-close flaps. Zippered pockets inside right and left chest.
• Adjustable Velcro wrist straps. Drop tail hem.
• Heavy-duty zipper between double front storm flap placket.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-3XL
STYLE: 1AALDK-WPB01, 1AALDK-WPB01X

REGULAR PRICE
$114.99  $124.99
1AALDK-WPB01  1AALDK-WPB01X

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.
PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
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MEN’S CHELSEA EVOLUTION SHELL JACKET

The Chelsea Evolution shell jacket exceeds the known boundaries of tradesmen products. This shell jacket combines a lightweight 3-layer HELLY TECH® Performance fabric with ventilation zips, extraordinary design, and exceptional comfort.

FEATURES
- 265g 100% Polyester with Nylon Cordura® fabric reinforcement.
- HELLY TECH® PERFORMANCE waterproof, windproof, breathable. Fully taped construction.
- Detachable, adjustable hood with drawcord.
- No shoulder seams.
- Articulated sleeves with zip ventilation under arms.
- Asymmetric cuffs with adjustable Velcro tabs.
- Back placket with brushed tricot.
- 2 zippered hand pockets, ID loop.
- Full front zippered closure under storm flap.

COLORS: Ebony
SIZES: S–2XL, 3XL–4XL
STYLE: 71140, 71140X

REGULAR PRICE
$344.99 71140
$394.99 71140X
MEN’S STORM RAIN JACKET

From Helly Hansen Workwear, this storm rain jacket is designed to keep you dry when you work outside.

FEATURES
• 100% PVS bonded to 310g 100% Polyester knit.
• Attached hood.
• Drawcord adjustment at front, Velcro adjustment at back.
• No shoulder seams.
• Extended back for better comfort.
• Napoleon pocket with YKK zipper and head phone hole.
  Inner pocket. ID card loop.
• Neoprene cuffs.
• Full front YKK zippered closure under double-fabric storm placket.
• Hand wash, hang to dry.

COLORS: Army Green
SIZES: XS-2XL, 3XL-4XL
STYLE: 70283, 70283X

REGULAR PRICE
$209.99  70283
$239.99  70283X

MEN’S KENSINGTON LIFALOFT JACKET

LIFALOFT™ is an insulation revolution that will keep you warmer with less weight and bulk due to the unique Lifa® yarn technology. LIFALOFT® insulation is based on a yarn technology that traps more air vs. polyester at a lighter weight.

FEATURES
• 75g 100% Polyester. Second fabric face: 305g 94% Polyester/6% Elastane. 80g 70% Polypropylene/30% Polyester insulation.
• No shoulder seams, articulated sleeves.
• Extended back for maximum comfort.
• Shaped collar for maximum comfort.
• YKK® centre front zipper with back placket, YKK® hand pockets zipper.
• Inner pockets.
• Elastic cuffs.
• Bottom hem adjustment system inside pocket.

COLORS: Black, Navy
SIZES: XS-2XL, 3XL-4XL
STYLE: 73231, 73231X

REGULAR PRICE
$224.99  73231
$259.99  73231X

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
MEN’S WATERPROOF BREATHABLE SHORELINE JACKET

Designed for wear in working conditions, this Helly Hansen jacket offers protection from wind, water and rain. It’s constructed in a polyester knit fabric with a polyurethane coating to keep the elements out.

FEATURES
• Waterproof fabric construction.
• Extended back and ventilation holes prevent overheating.
• No shoulder seams.
• Zipper closure.
• Hood with drawcord. Folds neatly into collar when not in use.
• 2 front pockets, chest zippered pocket, and sleeve zippered pocket keep necessities handy.
• Velcro® adjustable cuffs.
• Covered snap closure prevents materials from being caught in the opening.
• Reflective details.

COLORS: Black/Dark Orange
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL
STYLE: 70187, 70187X

REGULAR PRICE
$139.99  $159.99
70187  70187X

MEN’S WEST COAST JACKET

Designed for wear in working conditions, this Helly Hansen jacket offers protection from wind, water and rain. It’s constructed in a polyester knit fabric with a polyurethane coating to keep the elements out.

FEATURES
• Waterproof fabric construction.
• Extended back and ventilation holes prevent overheating.
• No shoulder seams.
• Zipper closure.
• Hood with drawcord. Folds neatly into collar when not in use.
• 2 front pockets, chest zippered pocket, and sleeve zippered pocket keep necessities handy.
• Velcro® adjustable cuffs.
• Covered snap closure prevents materials from being caught in the opening.
• Reflective details.

COLORS: Black/Dark Orange
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL
STYLE: 70187, 70187X

REGULAR PRICE
$139.99  $159.99
70187  70187X

MEN’S WATERPROOF BREATHABLE SHORELINE JACKET

FEATURES
• 7.3 oz. 100% Nylon oxford shell with Storm Defender waterproof breathable membrane and Rain Defender® durable water repellent.
• Fully taped waterproof seams.
• Polyester mesh lining in body, nylon taffeta lining in sleeves and hood.
• Snap-on/detachable visored hood w/drawcord adjuster.
• Heavy-duty front zipper with outer and inner storm flaps.
• Left-chest map pocket with waterproof zipper closure.
• Two inside pockets with hook-and-loop closures.
• Two lower-front pockets with zipper closures & storm flaps.
• Inner-sleeve rib-knit storm cuffs.
• Angled cuff openings. Elastic drawcord hem.
• Triple-stitched main seams.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL,LT-3XLT
STYLE: J162-001, J162-001-1

REGULAR PRICE
$244.99  $269.99
J162-001  J162-001-1

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021.
MEN’S GILLIAM JACKET

An ideal work jacket from Carhartt, this design has a tough nylon Cordura® shell, lined and insulated for protection on cooler days. It’s also water-repellent to help you stay dry on the job-site. This men’s jacket has plenty of pockets, some with protective closures, so you can keep your small work essentials at your fingertips.

FEATURES

- SHELL: 1.5 oz. 100% Nylon Cordura®.
- LINING: 100% Nylon lining quilted to 100g polyester insulation.
- Rain Defender® durable water repellent.
- Mock-neck collar.
- Left-chest map pocket, two lower-front pockets, two inside pockets, one with zipper closure and one with hook-and-loop closure, lower pockets have hidden snap closure.
- Hook-and-loop adjustable cuffs.

COLORS: Black

SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL, LT-2XLT

STYLE: 102208–001, 102208–001-1

REGULAR PRICE

$169.99  $184.99

102208–001  102208–001-1

MEN’S FULL SWING® ARMSTRONG JACKET

FEATURES

- 12 oz. 100% ring-spun, washed cotton duck.
- Mighty Back® bi-swing between shoulders for instant recovery.
- Flex Elbow® for less restriction.
- Freedom Gusset® under the arms.
- Fleece lining throughout body.
- Corduroy-trimmed collar. Zipper with inside storm flap.
- Left-chest pocket with zipper, two lower-front pockets, inside pocket with hook-and-loop closure and zipper.
- Internal rib-knit storm cuffs.
- Bottom hem bungee.
- Triple-stitched main seams.

COLORS: Moss

SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL, LT-2XLT

STYLE: 103370–316, 103370–316-1

REGULAR PRICE

$244.99  $274.99

103370–316  103370–316-1
MEN’S FULL SWING® ARMSTRONG ACTIVE JACKET

A warm jacket for active days at work, this Carhartt design is made of tough cotton duck with a fleece body lining and fleece-lined hood. This coat is constructed with the brand’s Mighty Back® bi-swing between the shoulders for easy mobility and instant recovery.

FEATURES
• 100% ring-spun washed cotton duck. Fleece body lining.
• Attached, fleece-lined hood with drawcord.
• Mighty Back® bi-swing between shoulders for instant recovery.
• Freedom Gussett® under arms.
• Triple-stitched main seams.
• Left chest zippered pocket, divided kangaroo pocket, inside pocket with hook-and-loop closure and zipper.
• Long sleeves with internal rib-knit storm cuffs.
• Rib-knit waistband.

COLORS: Black, Gravel
SIZES: S–2XL, 3XL, LT–2XLT
STYLE: 103371–001, 103371–001–1, 103371–039, 103371–039–1

REGULAR PRICE
$249.99
103371–001, 103371–039

$274.99
103371–001–1, 103371–039–1

MEN’S DELUXE FULL ZIP SOLAR FLEECE JACKET

Made of fleece for warmth and comfort, this Dakota jacket is durably reinforced at the shoulders, lower front pockets, lower arms and elbows. You can zip this jacket all the way up to your chin on windy days and the elastic waist with a drawcord has barrel-lock adjusters so you can keep it close to the body.

FEATURES
• 310g 100% Polyester fleece.
• Rugged 600 Denier X 300 Denier Polyester in shoulders, lower front pockets, lower arms and elbows reinforced for durability.
• All seams sewn with polyester thread for durability.
• Stand collar with inside locker loop.
• On-seam zippered side pockets.
• 1/4-zip closure. Elasticized waistband.
• Full front zippered closure.
• Machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Black, Navy
SIZES: S–XL, 2XL–3XL
STYLE: 1AAKDK–DFZSF01, 1AAKDK–DFZSF01X

REGULAR PRICE
$54.99
1AAKDK–DFZSF01

$59.99
1AAKDK–DFZSF01X
MEN’S KENSINGTON SWEATER

When comfort is key there is nothing that beats the Kensington collection. The mix of cotton and elastane gives you a technical and comfortable fabric while all the small details makes this sweater a unique piece in your wardrobe.

FEATURES
- 330g 95% Cotton/5% Elastane. Brushed backside.
- Rib around collar for increased comfort.
- Rib at bottom sleeve and hem for increased comfort.
- Raised HH Workwear logo.

COLORS: Black, Grey Melange
SIZES: XS-2XL, 3XL-4XL
STYLE: 79245, 79245X

REGULAR PRICE
$104.99  $119.99
79245 79245X

MEN’S KENSINGTON ZIP HOODIE

When comfort is key there is nothing that beats the Kensington Collection! The mix of cotton and elastane gives you a technical and comfortable fabric while all the small details makes this zip hoodie a unique piece in your wardrobe.

FEATURES
- 330g 95% Cotton/5% Elastane. Brushed backside.
- YKK® center front zipper, hand pockets zipper.
- Rib around hood for increased comfort.
- Rib at bottom sleeve and hem for increased comfort.
- Raised HH Workwear logo.

COLORS: Black, Grey Melange
SIZES: XS-2XL, 3XL-4XL
STYLE: 79243, 79243X

REGULAR PRICE
$124.99  $144.99
79243 79243X
MEN’S MANCHESTER HOODIE

FEATURES
• 280g 100% cotton.
• Adjustable hood with drawcord.
• Front hand warmer pocket.
• Side seams.
• Elastic rib cuffs and bottom hem.

COLORS: Black, Navy
SIZES: XS-4XL
STYLE: 79214, 79214X

REGULAR PRICE
$64.99
79214
$74.99
79214X

MEN’S MIDWEIGHT HOODED SWEATSHIRT

From job site to weekend projects, this men’s sweatshirt offers easy-wearing warmth. Carhartt durability and familiar hoodie comfort mean you can swing a hammer or relax with equal ease. A midweight cotton blend offers everyday versatility.

FEATURES
• 10.5 oz. 50% Cotton/50% Polyester blend.
• Attached three-piece hood with drawcord closure.
• Front handwarmer pocket.
• Stretchable, spandex-reinforced rib-knit cuffs and waistband.
• Carhartt-strong triple-stitched main seams.

COLORS: Black (BLK), Midweight (026)
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-5XL, LT-3XLT
STYLE: K121BLK, K121-026-1

REGULAR PRICE
$74.99
K121BLK
$84.99
K121-026-1

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021.
MEN’S PAXTON HEAVYWEIGHT ZIP-FRONT HOODIE
This heavyweight, hooded sweatshirt has a zip front for fast layering. Rain Defender durable water-repellent finish. It’s designed with spandex-reinforced rib-knit cuffs and waistband to keep the cold out.

FEATURES
- 13 oz. 75% cotton/25% polyester blend with Rain Defender® durable water repellent finish.
- Attached jersey-lined three piece hood with drawcord closure.
- Antique-finish brass front zipper.
- Two front handwarmer pockets have a hidden security pocket inside.
- Stretchable, spandex-reinforced rib-knit cuffs and waistband.

COLORS: Black, Carbon, Peat, Navy
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL Reg. & Tall
STYLE: 100614

REGULAR PRICE $124.99

MEN’S MIDWEIGHT HOODED ZIP-FRONT SWEATSHIRT
From job site to backyard barbecue, this men’s sweatshirt offers easy-wearing warmth. Carhartt durability and hoodie comfort mean you can swing an axe or flip a burger with equal ease. A midweight cotton blend offers everyday versatility.

FEATURES
- 10.5 oz. 50% Cotton/50% Polyester blend.
- Attached three-piece hood with drawcord closure.
- Full-length brass front zipper.
- Two front hand-wamer pockets.
- Stretchable, spandex-reinforced rib-knit cuffs and waistband.

COLORS: Carbon Heather
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-5XL Reg. & Tall
STYLE: K122-026, K122-026-1

REGULAR PRICE $94.99 $104.99
K122-026 K122-026-1
MEN’S RAIN DEFENDER PAXTON HEAVYWEIGHT HOODIE

Workday or weekend work, this men’s heavyweight hoodie gives you the familiar comfort of a favorite sweatshirt with the benefit of keeping you dry in light rain. There’s a hidden security pocket inside the handwarmer pocket in the front.

FEATURES
- 13 oz. 75% Cotton/25% Polyester blend with Rain Defender durable water repellent finish.
- Attached jersey-lined three-piece hood with drawcord closure.
- Front handwarmer pocket has a hidden security pocket inside.
- Stretchable, spandex-reinforced rib-knit cuffs and waistband.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL, LT-4XLT
STYLE: 100615-001, 100615-001-1

REGULAR PRICE
$99.99
100615-001
$114.99
100615-001-1

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE ROGUE SHIRT

Our Dakota work shirt is made of tightly-woven broadcloth, adding strength and durability casual work applications. The collar has a fused lining for a professional-looking finish that keeps its shape. The shirt has two convenient chest pockets, including one with a pencil stay, so you won’t need scramble for something to write with the time an important call comes in.

FEATURES
- Polyester and cotton broadcloth.
- Classic shirt collar with fused lining.
- Chest pockets with pencil stall.
- Easy care, machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Grey, Navy
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-4XL, MT-XLT, 2XLT-5XLT
STYLE: C30020, C30021, C30024, C30025

REGULAR PRICE
$43.99
C30020, C30021
$46.99
C30024, C30025
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE ROGUE SHIRT

The Dakota Rogue shirt is designed to withstand the added stress of everyday work activities. It has a permanent press easy care, while the stress points are reinforced with bar tacks for extra durability. The classic shirt design is ideal for workers in public-facing jobs where neatness is always a necessity.

FEATURES
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton broadcloth.
• Button down with fused lining. 7-button top-placket. Shaped shirt tail hem.
• 2 buttoned chest pockets.
• Seams stitched with polyester thread for strength and reinforced stress points for added durability.
• Easy care, machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Light Blue, Grey, Navy
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-4XL
STYLE: C30022, C30023

REGULAR PRICE
$40.99 $44.99
C30022 C30023

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE SOLID OXFORD CLOTH SHIRT

This wrinkle-resistant Dakota shirt will keep you looking your best throughout the day, whether you’re headed to the office or out on the town. The fused lining in the button-down collar helps it keep its shape and stay smooth, for a professional finish. The fabric is yarn-dyed before weaving, ensuring that the colour will remain bright throughout its life.

FEATURES
• 60% Cotton/40% Polyester Oxford cloth.
• Wrinkle resistant.
• Yarn dyed for brighter, long lasting color.
• Button-down collar with fused lining.
• Easy care, machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Light Blue
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-4XL, MT-XLT, 2XLT-4XLT
STYLE: C30027, C30028, C30029, C30030

REGULAR PRICE
$45.99 $49.99
C30027, C30029 C30028, C30030

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.
PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

REGULAR PRICE
$40.99 $44.99
C30022 C30023

INDUSTRIAL WORKWEAR

REGULAR PRICE
$45.99 $49.99
C30027, C30029 C30028, C30030

INDUSTRIAL WORKWEAR
MEN'S LONG SLEEVE STRIPE OXFORD SHIRT

This classic work shirt is made of an easy-care cotton-polyester blend designed to look good wear after wear. It has a button-down collar with a fused lining that helps it retain its smooth and crisp shape. Ideal for office and public-facing workers, this shirt offers a smart, professional look.

FEATURES
• 60% Cotton/40% Polyester Oxford Cloth
• Wrinkle resistant.
• Yarn dyed for brighter, longer lasting color.
• Button-down collar with fused lining.
• Easy care, machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Blue/White Stripe
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-4XL, MT-XLT, 2XLT-4XLT
STYLE: C30033, C30034, C30035, C30036

REGULAR PRICE
$45.99
$49.99
C30033, C30035
C30034, C30036

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE BUTTON WORK SHIRT

This polyester-cotton blend work shirt is constructed with permanent-press heavyweight twill fabric that's both strong and abrasion-resistant. The seams are sewn with a durable polyester core-wrapped thread that won't shrink or pucker, ensuring that the shirt always looks as good as new. The collar is attached to a collar band, giving it a smooth curve around the neck and permanent stays allow for a crisp, neat look all day long.

FEATURES
• 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton Twill.
• Permanent press, shrink-free fabric that releases soil and stains.
• Regular collar with collar band and permanent stays.
• Short sleeves and button-front closure.
• Chest pockets with button-down flaps.
• Machine wash, tumble dry.

COLORS: Black, Grey, Navy
SIZES: S-4XL
STYLE: 1275, 1275X

REGULAR PRICE
$36.99
$40.99
1275
1275X

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark's Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021.
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE MANCHESTER POLO

The Manchester collection gets the job done. Our core collection with focus on good fit and quality fabrics. A mix of great fabrics, simple design and great fit. The Manchester concept has no gimmicks, just solid workwear that will do what you demand it to do.

FEATURES
• 190g 100% Cotton.
• Ribbed collar.
• Buttoned front placket.
• Extra button included.
• Side seam.

COLORS: Navy, Black
SIZES: XS-2XL, 3XL-4XL
STYLE: 79167, 79167X

REGULAR PRICE
$37.99 79167
$42.99 79167X

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE MIMIX™ WORK SHIRT

Red Kap with MIMIX™ is a design constructed of durable fabric with built-in flex panels for maximum comfort while you squat and reach.

FEATURES
• 4.25 oz. Ripstop, 65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
• MIMIX Panels: 3.8 oz. 100% Polyester Performance mesh.
• Seven buttoned front, including button at neck.
• Two–piece, lined, banded, topstitched collar with sewn–in stays.
• Two button–thru, hex style chest pockets with bartack reinforcement and pencil stall on left chest. Industrial friendly ripstop fabric with TouchTex™ technology offers superior color retention, soil release and wickability.
• Pre–cure durable press wrinkle–resistant finish.
• Matte melamine break–resistant buttons.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: S-4XL Reg., L-2XL Long
STYLE: SX10BK, SX10BKX

REGULAR PRICE
$54.99 SX10BK
$64.99 SX10BKX
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
MIMIX™ WORK SHIRT

Red Kap with MIMIX™ is a design constructed of durable fabric with built-in flex panels for maximum comfort while you bend, squat and reach.

FEATURES
• 4.25 oz. Ripstop, 65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
• MIMIX Panels: 3.8 oz. 100% Polyester Performance mesh.
• Seven buttoned front, including button at neck.
• Two-piece, lined, banded, topstitched collar with sewn-in stays.
• Two button-thru, hex style chest pockets with bartack reinforcement and pencil stall on left chest. Industrial friendly ripstop fabric with TouchTex™ technology offers superior color retention, soil release and wickability.
• Pre-cure durable press wrinkle-resistant finish.
• Matte melamine break-resistant buttons.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: S–4XL Reg., L–2XL Long
STYLE: SX20BK, SX20BKX

REGULAR PRICE
$49.99
SX20BK
$59.99
SX20BKX

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
INDUSTRIAL WORK SHIRT

FEATURES
• 4.25 oz. poplin; 65% polyester / 35% cotton.
• TouchTex™ technology with superior color retention, soil release and wickability.
• Two-piece, lined collar with sewn-in stays.
• Six-button front with gripper at neck.
• Two button-thru, hex-style pockets with bartacked pencil stall on left pocket.

COLORS: Charcoal, Grey, Navy
SIZES: S–5XL
STYLE: SP14, SP14X

REGULAR PRICE
$32.99
SP14
$37.99
SP14X
MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE WORK SHIRT

5.25 oz. Twill, 65% Polyester/35% Cotton. Original fit with short sleeves.
Poly cotton twill fabric with stain release. 2 chest pockets with flaps.
Button closure on placket, pocket flaps and cuffs.

FEATURES
• Generous fit in shoulders and chest.
• Resists wrinkles.
• Moisture-wicking for comfortable wear.
• Square tail design stays tucked in.
• Non-break melamine buttons.

COLORS: Black, Charcoal Grey, Dark Brown, Dark Navy, Desert Khaki, English Red, Gulf Blue, Hunter Green, Military Khaki, Lincoln Green, Navy Blue, Olive Green, Royal Blue, Silver, White

SIZES: S-3XL Reg., LT-3XLT Talls

STYLE: 1574, 1574X

REGULAR PRICE
$45.99
1574

$49.99
1574X

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.
MEN’S LONG SLEEVE BUTTON FRONT WORK SHIRT

Appearance counts. From the front office to the jobsite and back, this chambray work shirt keeps you looking good on the job. It’s prewashed for softness, and the lightweight cotton fabric offers breathable comfort. The original fit gives you plenty of room to move.

FEATURES
- 4.5-ounce, 100% cotton ringspun chambray.
- Carhartt-strong, triple-stitched main seams.
- Garment-washed for a soft finish and reduced shrinkage.
- Button-down collar and front.
- Shoulder pleats for ease of movement.
- Two chest pockets with mitered flaps and button closures.
- Two-button adjustable cuffs with extended plackets.

COLORS: Blue Chambray
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL
STYLE: 104368-CBL, 104368-CBL-1

REGULAR PRICE
$59.99
104368-CBL

$69.99
104368-CBL-1

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE BUTTON FRONT WORK SHIRT

Appearance counts. From the front office to the jobsite and back, this chambray work shirt keeps you looking good on the job. It’s prewashed for softness, and the lightweight cotton fabric offers breathable comfort. The original fit gives you plenty of room to move.

FEATURES
- 4.5-ounce, 100% cotton ringspun chambray.
- Carhartt-strong, triple-stitched main seams.
- Garment-washed for a soft finish and reduced shrinkage.
- Button-down collar and front.
- Shoulder pleats for ease of movement.
- Two chest pockets with mitered flaps and button closures.

COLORS: Blue Chambray
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL, LT-3XLT
STYLE: 104369-CBL, 104369-CBL-1

REGULAR PRICE
$54.99
104369-CBL

$64.99
104369-CBL-1
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

**MEN’S HD3 WATERPROOF 300D RIP-STOP CARGO PANTS**

**FEATURES**
- Rugged 300 Denier trilobal rip-stop polyester.
- Polyester lining.
- HYPER-DRI HD3 waterproof, breathable protection.
- Elastic waist with cord barrel lock.
- Double layer knees with drain hole to release debris/allow insertion of knee pads. Leg zippers for easy on and off. Placket cover protects zipper. Adjustable leg cuffs with Velcro straps.
- Easy care, machine wash, hang to dry. Do not dry clean.

**COLORS:** Black, Navy  
**SIZES:** XS-XL, 2XL-5XL  
**STYLE:** 1AALDK-WPBP001, 1AALDK-WPBP001X

**REGULAR PRICE**  
$119.99  
$129.99

**INDUSTRIAL WORKWEAR**

**MEN’S STRETCH TWILL FLAT FRONT WORK PANTS**

**FEATURES**
- 7.25oz. 65% Polyester/35% Cotton Brushed Twill.  
- Soil and stain release finish.  
- Bartack reinforcement at main stress points.  
- Waistband with belt loops.  
- Durable brass zipper.  
- Nickel-plated hook-and-eye waist closure.  
- Deep front pockets with double-lined pocket bags to prevent objects from punching through.  
- Buttoned back welt pockets.  

**COLORS:** Black, Navy  
**SIZES:** 28”-44” waist, 46”-56” waist, 30”-36” and unfinished inseam  
**STYLE:** 1AAADK-4077, 1AAADK-4077X

**REGULAR PRICE**  
$34.99  
$39.99

**INDUSTRIAL WORKWEAR**
DAIKOTA
MEN’S STRETCH CARGO WORK PANTS
FEATURES
• 7.25oz. 65% Polyester/35% Cotton Brushed Twill.
• Soil and stain release finish.
• Bartack reinforcement at main stress points.
• Waistband with belt loops.
• Durable brass zipper.
• Nickel-plated hook-and-eye waist closure.
• Deep front pockets with double-lined pocket bags. Buttoned back welt pockets. Expandable cargo pocket and cell phone pocket on right leg. Expandable, Velcro®-close cargo pocket on left leg.
• Easy care. Machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Black, Charcoal, Navy
SIZES: 28”-44” waist, 46”-56” waist, 30”-36” and unfinished inseam
STYLE: 1AAADK-4086, 1AAADK-4086X

REGULAR PRICE
$44.99  $49.99
1AAADK-4086  1AAADK-4086X

DAIKOTA
MEN’S FLEXTECH 360 FLEECE LINED STRETCH TWILL CARGO WORK PANTS
FEATURES
• 4oz. 98% Cotton/2% Lycra Twill shell with 5.3oz. Brushed Anti-Pill Polyester Microfleece lining.
• 360 FLEXTECH waist with hidden stretch fibres to always fit within a fraction of an inch.
• Metal shank button and durable brass zipper.
• Pockets everywhere!
• All stress points - 7 long belt loops, pocket corners and fly-reinforced with bar tacks. All seams sewn with polyester core thread for extra length.
• Easy care. Machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Black, Navy
SIZES: 30”-52” waist, 30”-32”, 34”-36” inseam
STYLE: 1AAADK-BTSC001

REGULAR PRICE
$49.99
DAKOTA

MEN’S STRETCH DUCK WORK PANTS

FEATURES
- 9.7 oz. 98% Cotton/2% Lycra Duck.
- Gusseted crotch for improved mobility.
- Bar-tacked at all points of stress for greater strength.
- Triple-stitched leg seams and seam seat.
- Chap style double front. Articulated knee for improved mobility when bending, with zippered knee pad pocket openings.
- Cargo pocket with outer cell phone pocket and double pencil stall on left leg. Triple tool pocket on right leg. Hammer loop on each leg.

COLORS: Black, Brown
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-3XL
STYLE: 19E619

REGULAR PRICE
$64.99
19E619

INDUSTRIAL WORKWEAR

MEN’S CHELSEA LINED CONSTRUCTION PANTS

FEATURES
- 295g 79% Cotton/21% Polyester.
- Heavy duty fabric is reinforced with 219g 100% nylon Cordura for improved durability.
- Front fly zippered closure.
- Crotch gusset and adjustable knee pad pockets on inside legs. Fold at hem to extend length by 5 cm if necessary.
- Ruler pocket with Cordura double bottom and removable button for knife attachment; thigh pocket with flap plus mobile phone pocket; 2 back pockets – 1 with flap; Velcro® closure and reflex piping; front pockets – 2 Cordura double-bottom hanging front pockets for nails/screws plus regular front pockets.

COLORS: Timber/Black, Black/Charcoal
SIZES: 28”-44” waist, 30”-36” inseam
STYLE: 76488

REGULAR PRICE
$124.99
MEN’S MANCHESTER SERVICE WORK PANTS

FEATURES
- 245g 65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
- Broad back belt tunnel provides extra strength and stability.
- Belt loops with click-on function for holding accessories.
- Plastic-covered metal buttons.
- Zippered fly.
- 2 front pockets, 2 thigh pockets with flaps and 2 back pockets.
- Fold at hem for extending length by 5cm.

COLORS: Black, Khaki, Navy
SIZES: 28”-44” waist, 30”-36” inseam
STYLE: 76591

REGULAR PRICE
$74.99

MEN’S CHELSEA EVOLUTION CONSTRUCTION PANTS

FEATURES
- 93% Polyamide/7% Elastane.
- Extended back for better comfort.
- Belt loops with broad back tunnel.
- Gusseted crotch.
- Back pockets. Thigh pocket with ID card loop under the flap. Loop with double Velcro® on both sides for hammer holder. 2 hanging Cordura® pockets with double bottom and zipper.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: 30”-40” waist, 30”-34” inseam
STYLE: 77442

REGULAR PRICE
$179.99
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark's Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.
PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

MEN'S CHELSEA EVOLUTION SERVICE WORK PANTS

FEATURES
- 310g 93% Polyamide/7% Elastane, secondary: 295g 79% Cotton/21% Polyester.
- 4-way stretch.
- YKK zippered fly.
- Jeans style front pockets, cargo pockets.
- Tonal logos.

COLORS: Black, Navy
SIZES: 30”-40” waist, 30”-34” inseam
STYLE: 77455

REGULAR PRICE
$144.99

MEN'S OXFORD SERVICE PANTS

FEATURES
- 265g 79% Cotton/18% Polyester/3% Elastane.
  Secondary fabric: 310g 65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
  Reinforced with 195g 100% Polyamide.
- Waistband with belt loops and plastic-covered metal buttons.
- YKK zippered fly.
- Crotch gusset.
- 5cm leg extensions, reinforced at hem.
- Tonal logos.
- Machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Black, Navy
SIZES: 30”-44” waist, 30”-32” inseam
STYLE: 77466

REGULAR PRICE
$104.99
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark's Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

**MEN'S RUGGED FLEX® RIGBY DUNGAREE**

**FEATURES**
- 8 oz. 98% Cotton/2% Spandex canvas.
- Rugged Flex durable stretch technology for ease of movement.
- Sits at natural waist.
- Relaxed seat and thigh with straight leg opening.
- Waistband with stronger sew-on-seam belt loops.

**COLORS:** Navy, Gravel, Dark Khaki, Peat, Tan, Black

**SIZES:** 28”–44” waist, 30”–36” inseam

**STYLE:** 102291-412, 102291-039, 102291-253, 102291-306, 102291-232, 102291-412001

**REGULAR PRICE** 
$84.99

**MEN'S FIRM DUCK DOUBLE-FRONT WORK DUNGAREE**

Built to last, these rugged utility pants are designed with ample room for wider range of movement. Constructed with functional extras, they feature multiple tool pockets, a hammer loop and a wide leg opening that fits easily over your work boots. This is versatile durability at its best.

**FEATURES**
- 12 oz. firm-hand, 100% ring-spun cotton duck.
- Sits at the natural waist. Full through the seat and thigh for added comfort and mobility.
- Multiple tool and utility pockets, hammer loop at hip, 2 reinforced back pockets.
- Chap style double front with cleanout bottom that can accommodate knee pads.
- Convenient 19” opening fits over work boots.
- Easy care, machine wash and dry.

**COLORS:** Black, Carhartt Brown

**SIZES:** 28”–50” waist, 30”–36” inseam

**STYLE:** B01BLK, B01BRN

**REGULAR PRICE** 
$94.99
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

---

**MEN’S WASHED-DUCK WORK DUNGAREE**

**FEATURES**
- 12 oz. 100% cotton ring-spun washed duck.
- Sits slightly above the waist.
- Generous fit through the seat and thigh with the most room to move.
- Multiple tool and utility pockets.
- Left leg hammer loop.
- Stronger sewn-on-seam belt loops. Heavy hauling reinforced back pockets.
- Straight leg opening.

**COLORS:** Black, Midnight

**SIZES:** 28”-44” waist, 30”-36” inseam

**STYLE:** B11BLK, B11MDT

**REGULAR PRICE**

$79.99

---

**MEN’S MIMIX® UTILITY PANT**

Red Kap has designed an apparel solution that increases freedom of movement without sacrificing durability. Red Kap with MIMIX® is a design constructed of durable fabric with built-in flex panels for maximum comfort while you bend, squat and reach.

**FEATURES**
- 12 oz. 100% cotton ring-spun washed duck.
- Sits slightly above the waist.
- Generous fit through the seat and thigh with the most room to move.
- Multiple tool and utility pockets.
- Left leg hammer loop.
- Stronger sewn-on-seam belt loops. Heavy hauling reinforced back pockets.
- Straight leg opening.

**COLORS:** Black

**SIZES:** 28”-50” waist

**STYLE:** PX60BK, PX60BXX

**REGULAR PRICE**

$59.99 $74.99

PX60BK PX60BXX

---

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

MEN’S PERFORMANCE SHOP PANT

FEATURES
- 8 oz. 54% polyester / 42% cotton / 4% Spandex.
- Soil release and color retention finish.
- Relaxed, modern fit that combines the durability of a work pant with the comfort of a jean.
- Concealed, no-scratch button closure at waistband.
- Two reinforced jean-style front pockets, two oversized hip pockets, no-scratch cargo pocket on left leg, unique double-pocket design on right leg.
- Comfort stretch elastic waistband.
- Wider, longer belt loops to accommodate a variety of work belts.
- Full inseam gusset for added mobility. Double-needle stitching.
- Invisible stretch waistband expands up to 3 additional inches for added comfort and mobility.

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: 28”-50” waist, 28”-36” Inseam
STYLE: PT2ANV, PT2ANVX

REGULAR PRICE
$60.99 PT2ANV
$72.99 PT2ANVX

MEN’S DURACAP® INDUSTRIAL PANT

FEATURES

COLORS: Black, Brown, Charcoal, Khaki, Navy, Spruce Green, White
SIZES: 28”-54” waist, 28”-36” Inseam
STYLE: PT20, PT20X

REGULAR PRICE
$37.99 PT20
$44.99 PT20X
**MEN’S WRINKLE-RESISTANT COTTON WORK PANT**

**FEATURES**
- 8.5 oz. Preshrunk twill, 100% Cotton.
- Optimum color fastness finish.
- Heavy duty brass ratcheting zipper, button closures.
- Two pocket style front pockets, two set-in hip pockets, left has button closure, darts over hip pockets for better fit. Innerlined for body and shape, folder set band w/ outlet. Synthetic blend pocketing and waistband trim. Pressing recommended. Wrinkle-resistant. Industrial wash.

**COLORS:** Brown, Charcoal, Dark Navy, Khaki, Navy, Spruce Green

**SIZES:** 28”-44” waist, unhemmed

**STYLE:** PC20, PC20X

**REGULAR PRICE**
- PC20 $53.99
- PC20X $64.99

**MEN’S RELAXED FIT WRINKLE FREE™ CARGO PANT**

**FEATURES**
- 7.5 oz. 100% ring-spun cotton twill. Permanent press, never needs ironing.
- Fly constructed like jeans. 2 front pockets with heavy duty pocketing, 2 rear pockets with flap closure. High resistance thread.
- Bar-tacked at all stress points. Home wash

**COLORS:** Black, Khaki, Navy

**SIZES:** 28”-60” waist, unhemmed

**STYLE:** C3230, C3230X

**REGULAR PRICE**
- C3230 $94.99
- C3230X $109.99
MEN’S CARGO WORK PANT

FEATURES
8.75 oz. 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton heavyweight twill.
Features ample legs for more comfort, long life dye.
2 reinforced front pockets, 2 back Welt pockets with flap & hidden button closure and 2 large side pleated cargo pockets with flap and concealed button closure. High resistance thread. Bar-tacked at all stress points. Industrial wash.

COLORS: Black, Charcoal, Dark Navy, Khaki, Navy
SIZES: 28”-60” waist, 32”-34” & unhemmed inseam
STYLE: 3239

REGULAR PRICE
$79.99

MEN’S STRETCH POLY/COTTON CARGO WORK SHORT

FEATURES
• 7.25 oz. 65% Polyester 35% Cotton Twill.
• 2-way stretch.
• Soil and stain release treatment.
• Waistband with long bar-tack reinforced belt loops.
• Nickel - plated hook-and-eye waist closure.
• Fly with durable brass zipper.
• Deep front pockets with double-lined pocket bags to prevent objects from punching through. Back Welt pockets with button closures.
• Expandable cargo pocket on right leg with Velcro flap closures.
• Cell phone pocket on right leg.
• Bartack reinforced stress points on belt loops, pocket corners, fly.
• Seams sewn with polyester core thread for extra strength.

COLORS: Black, Navy
SIZES: 30”-48” waist
STYLE: 1AAADK-4066, 1AAADK-4066X

REGULAR PRICE
$34.99
$36.99
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

**WOMEN’S RUGGED FLEX TWILL DOUBLE FRONT BIB OVERALL**

**FEATURES**
- 12 oz., 96% cotton/4% Elastane.
- Built to move with Rugged Flex® stretch technology.
- Carhartt-strong, triple-stitched main seams.
- Double-layer knees with openings for adding knee pads and cleaning out debris.
- Straight leg opening.
- Multi-compartment zip bib pocket.
- Two large lower-front pockets.
- Multiple utility pockets.
- Right-leg hammer loop.

**COLORS:** Carhartt Brown  
**SIZES:** XS-2XL  
**STYLE:** 104556-211

**REGULAR PRICE**  
$149.99

---

**WOMEN’S HD3 WATERPROOF 200D STRETCH UNLINED JACKET**

**FEATURES**
- 240g 200 Denier Trilobal ripstop 95% polyester/5% Spandex®.
- HYPER-DRI HD3 waterproof, breathable protection.
- All seams taped, heat sealed for 100% waterproof protection.
- 4-way stretch fabric remains flexible in cold and wet conditions.
- Upper body, sleeves lined with polyester mesh and lower lined with woven polyester. Underarm zipper vents.
- 3-piece peaked hood, adjustable barrel lock at back, elasticized drawcord with barrel locks. Detachable hood.
- Top collar lined w/120g polyester microfleece. Locker loop inside.
- All seams sewn with strong polyester thread, bar-tacked at stress.
- Zippered pocket inside right front placket. Waterproof zippered storage pocket on left sleeve. Lower front zippered pockets.
- Half elastic sleeve cuffs with adjustable Velcro® close wrist straps. Elastic drawcord with barrel lock adjusters concealed in hem.
- Full front zippered closure with Velcro®-close storm flap.
- reflective piping across front and down back.

**COLORS:** Black  
**SIZES:** XS-XL, 2XL  
**STYLE:** 1AANDK-HDSJU01, 1AANDK-HDSJU01X

**REGULAR PRICE**  
$184.99  
$194.99
WOMEN’S FULL SWING® COUNCIL JACKET

Featuring triple-stitched main seams for durability, this tough Carhartt Council jacket is ideal for work wear. The body is lined with Sherpa and fleece to keep your core warm, while smooth taffeta lining in the sleeves keeps the women’s jacket easy to slide on and off.

FEATURES
- 12 oz. 99% Cotton/1% Spandex® stretch sandstone.
- Stretch Sherpa and fleece body lining.
- Quilted taffeta sleeve lining.
- Removable Sherpa lined hood.
- Carhartt Full Swing® action back.
- Underarm gussets.
- Zippered chest pocket, side front pockets.
- Drawcord adjustable cuffs and hem.
- Triple-stitched main seams.
- Full front zippered closure.

COLORS: Taupe Grey
SIZES: XS–2XL
STYLE: 102248–077

REGULAR PRICE $229.99

WOMEN’S RUGGED PROFESSIONAL™ SERIES LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

This women’s button-down has a professional look, with all the durability you’d expect from a shirt bearing the Carhartt patch. It’s made of midweight fabric that fights stains and holds color, and it gives you a greater range of motion on the job.

FEATURES
- 5 oz., 58% cotton / 39% polyester / 3% spandex.
- Built to move with Rugged Flex® stretch technology.
- Stain Breaker® technology releases stains.
- Carhartt-strong, triple-stitched main seams.
- Color fast for a professional appearance wash after wash.
- Button-down collar.
- Two-button adjustable cuffs.
- Two chest pockets with button closures, left-chest map pocket with zip closure.

COLORS: Black, Dark Khaki, Navy
SIZES: XS–2XL
STYLE: 103106

REGULAR PRICE $79.99
WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE MIMIX® WORK SHIRT
Red Kap has designed an apparel solution that increases freedom of movement without sacrificing durability. Red Kap with MIMIX™ is a design constructed of durable fabric with built-in flex panels for maximum comfort while you bend, squat and reach.

FEATURES
• 4.25 oz. Ripstop, 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton. MIMIX Panels:
  • 3.8 oz. 100% Polyester Performance mesh.
• Seven buttoned front, including button at neck.
• Two-piece, lined, banded, topstitched collar w/sewn-in stays.
• Two button-thru, hex style chest pockets with bartack reinforcement and pencil stall on left chest.
• Industrial-friendly ripstop fabric with TouchTex™ technology offers superior color retention, soil release and wickability.
• Pre-cure durable press wrinkle-resistant finish.
• Matte melamine break-resistant buttons.
• Updated fit and patent-pending colour-matched MIMIX.

COLORS: Light Blue, Black, Charcoal, Grey, Navy
SIZES: S–4XL
STYLE: SX11

REGULAR PRICE $54.99

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
WOMEN’S CARGO WORK PANTS
These Dakota cargo pants are tough, durable and treated with a soil and stain release finish. They have deep, double-lined pockets to prevent sharp objects from punching through and cargo pockets on the legs are expandable so you can stow plenty of workday essentials.

FEATURES
• 7.5 oz. polyester and cotton twill.
• Soil and stain release finish.
• Deep double-lined pockets, buttoned expandable

COLORS: Black, Navy
SIZES: 4–22 Reg. Length
STYLE: 4050

REGULAR PRICE
$4699

WOMEN’S MIMIX® SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

FEATURES
• 4.25 oz. Ripstop, 65% Polyester/35% Cotton. MIMIX Panels: 3.8 oz. 100% Polyester Performance mesh.
• Seven buttoned front, including button at neck.
• Two-piece, lined, banded, topstitched collar w/sewn-in stays.
• Two button-thru, hex style chest pockets with bartack reinforcement and pencil stall on left chest.
• Industrial-friendly ripstop fabric with TouchTex™ technology offers superior color retention, soil release and wickability.
• Pre-cure durable press wrinkle-resistant finish.
• Matte melamine break-resistant buttons.

COLORS: Light Blue, Black, Charcoal, Grey, Navy
SIZES: S–4XL
STYLE: SX21

REGULAR PRICE
$4999

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021.
WOMEN’S MIMIX® UTILITY PANTS

FEATURES
• 7.5 oz. Twill, 65% Polyester/35% Cotton. MIMIX™
  Panels: 10 oz. Woven Stretch, 93% Nylon/7% Spandex®.
• TOUCH TEX® PRO™ with superior color retention.
• Updated straight fit for clean, professional and modern appearance.
• Jean-style waistband with button closure.
• Matte melamine break-resistant buttons for durability and modern look.
• Slack-style front pockets and two set-in hip pockets; left pocket has button closure.
• Patent-pending color-matched MIMIX™ Wider center back loop.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: 2-24
STYLE: PX61, PX61X

REGULAR PRICE
$59.99
$74.99

WOMEN’S CRAWFORD DOUBLE-FRONT PANTS

These Carhartt women’s work pants are designed with double-fronts for strength and durability, high-rise waist and slightly fitted through the hip & thigh.

FEATURES
• 8 oz. 98% Cotton/2% Spandex®.
• Rugged Flex® durable stretch technology for ease of movement.
• Sits slightly below the waist and is an easy fit through the hip and thigh.
• Contoured waistband prevents gapping in back.
• Durable double front construction with clean-out bottom.
• Front slash pockets, back patch pockets, hammer loop.

COLORS: Black, Dark Brown
SIZES: 2-18 Short, Reg.
STYLE: 102323-001, 102323-201

REGULAR PRICE
$114.99
MEN’S HI-VIS WATERPROOF RIP-STOP BIB OVERALLS

FEATURES
• Rugged 300 Denier Trilobal rip-stop polyester. Polyester lining.
• HYPER-DRI HD3 waterproof, breathable protection.
• Waterproof zippered fly.
• Heavy-duty adjustable elastic suspenders with quick release buckle, adjustable Velcro® waist tabs, adjustable leg cuff strap and full length 2-way leg zippers with Velcro® closures.
• High back for added coverage.
• Large snap-close bib pocket with pencil stall opening, zippered pocket on inside bib, lower-front pockets with brass rivet-reinforced corners, coin pocket on inside right pocket and back patch pockets with Velcro® close flaps.
• Key seams are triple-stitched for added strength, taped, heat sealed, and key stress points are reinforced with brass rivets.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 1, Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 1, Level 2.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-3XL
STYLE: 1AADDK-HVHDU01, 1AADDK-HVHDU01X

REGULAR PRICE
$179.99 $189.99
1AADDK-HVHDU01 1AADDK-HVHDU01X

MEN’S HI-VIS HD3 WATERPROOF 300D RIP-STOP BIB OVERALLS

FEATURES
• SHELL & LINING: 100% Polyester. HYPER-DRI HD3 waterproof, breathable protection.
• Polyester-lined for comfort and moisture wicking. All seams are taped and heat-sealed for waterproof protection.
• Heavy duty adjustable elastic suspenders, quick-release buckles.
• Full-length two-way leg zippers with Velcro® closures for quick on-off & extra ventilation.
• Zippered pocket on inside bib.
• Rugged 300 denier trilobal rip-stop polyester fabric provides superior tear resistance. Key seams are triple-stitched for added strength. Double-layer knees with drain hole to release debris and allow insertion of knee pads.
• Easy care, machine wash, hang to dry, do not dry clean.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
2” 3M Scotchlite reflective material in 4” WCB/WorkSafe BC/DOT configuration. Fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2, ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 Class E, Level 2 and BC MOT Safety Apparel T-09/05 Revised 03/2006.

COLORS: Lime, Orange
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-3XL
STYLE: HVWPBB-002, HVWPBB-002X

REGULAR PRICE
$179.99 $189.99
HVWPBB-002 HVWPBB-002X
MEN’S NARVIK BIB OVERALLS
Stay visible and prepared for wet conditions on the jobsite with these Helly Hansen Workwear Narvik bib overalls. The work overalls are crafted with fully waterproof fabric and construction to keep you comfortable and dry throughout your shift. PU coating throughout and double-layered fabric at the knees provide added resistance to everyday wear and tear, extending the life of the garment. Ankle zippers make it easy to fit the men’s overalls over your boots, while adjustable stretch fabric suspenders give them a secure, customized fit.

FEATURES
- 170gsm 100% Polyester.
- Polyurethane coated.
- Adjustable fabric suspenders.
- Inner chest pocket with zipper closure.
- Double layered fabric at knees.
- Ankle zippers.
- 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material.

COLORS: Orange  SIZES: S-4XL
STYLE: 70570, 70570X

REGULAR PRICE
$134.99  $149.99
70570  70570X

OPEN ROAD
MEN’S HI-VIS 150D WATERPROOF, WINDPROOF SAFETY BIB PANTS
Made of a lightweight material that stays flexible in cold conditions, these Open Road bib pants are ideal for outdoor workers such as traffic flaggers, construction workers and truckers. They’re waterproof and windproof to protect your underlayer and they’re constructed with extremely durable sealed seams. These bib pants are generously sized to aid ventilation and fit comfortably over your regular work clothing. They meet CSA safety standards with prominent reflective banding on the legs.

FEATURES
- 150 Denier Trilobal ripstop polyester /polyurethane blend.
- Waterproof and windproof.
- Double-sewn, taped and heat-sealed seams.
- Sized for working comfort and ventilation.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant with CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2. Becomes Class 3 when worn as a suit. Fully compliant with ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class E, not FR. 2” Vi-brance® reflective material in 4” contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration

COLORS: Lime, Orange
SIZES: S-5XL
STYLE: 6323P, 6323PX

REGULAR PRICE
$45.99  $48.99
6323P  6323PX
MEN’S JOURNEYMAN 300D WATERPROOF SAFETY DETACHABLE BIB PANTS

Stay safe and dry on the work site with these Journeyman safety pants with high-visibility, 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective strips. Made from a durable blend of polyester and PVC, these pants are resistant to abrasion, punctures, rips and snags and stay flexible in wet conditions. The removable bib features inside zipper pockets to securely store all your workday essentials.

FEATURES
- Heavy duty polyester/PVC material.
- Resistant to abrasion, puncture, rips and snags, flexible in sub-zero conditions.
- Removable bib with inside zipper pockets, heavy duty suspenders and boot zip-on pants.
- Heavy duty adjustable elastic suspenders with quick-release buckles.
- Machine wash and dry.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
2” 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material in 4” WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration, fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2, becomes CSA Class 3 when worn as a suit, fully compliant with ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 Class 3, Class E on the bib pants.

COLORS: Orange, Green
SIZES: XS–4XL
STYLE: 6330P, 6330PX

REGULAR PRICE
$119.99
6330P, 6330PX

MEN’S BIB OVERALLS w/REFLECTIVE TAPE

Stay visible and safe on the worksite with these cotton bib overalls featuring reflective tape banding for extra protection in low-light conditions.

FEATURES
- 8 oz. 100% Cotton Twill.
- Anchored elastic adjustable straps.
- Reinforced back pockets and ruler pocket.
- Machine wash and dry.
- YKK #5 brass 2-way zipper.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96 compliant. 2” Premium Reflective tape and 4” Hi-Vis fabric.

COLORS: Orange, Black
SIZES: 36”–52” Reg., Tall
STYLE: 441, 441 O/S

REGULAR PRICE
$109.99
$124.99
441
441 O/S
MEN’S COTTON COVERALL
w/REFLECTIVE TAPE, ZIP FRONT

Stay visible on the work site with these premium cotton coveralls featuring reflective tape banding. The all-cotton twill fabric is both hardwearing and breathable for all-day comfort and the premium reflective tape ensures you are visible to coworkers and drivers. Reinforced back pockets offer secure and accessible storage for your workday essentials. These coveralls are pre-shrunk for convenient care.

FEATURES
• 8 oz. 100% Cotton Twill.
• Anchored elastic adjustable straps.
• Reinforced back pockets, ruler pocket.
• Brass 2-way zipper.
• 2” premium reflective tape.
• Machine wash and dry.

COLORS: Orange, Black
SIZES: 38”–56” Reg, Tall
STYLE: 341, 341 O/S

REGULAR PRICE
$114.99
$134.99
341
341 O/S

DAKOTA
MEN’S VIZLITE™ DT CLASS 1 & 2
150D JACKET

FEATURES
• 150 Denier Trilobal ripstop polyester coated in PVC.
• Mesh-lined body, polyester-lined body/hood.
• Detachable 3-piece peaked hood features centre-back adjustable strap and elasticized drawcord with barrel locks.
• Anti-pill fleece-lined collar with locker loop at neckline.
• Vented front/back yokes and grommeted underarms.
• Adjustable Velcro wrist straps help to seal out weather.
• Heavy-duty zippered closure between double storm flaps.
• Dual reflective chest straps for ID badge, cell phone or radio. Zipper close pocket inside right chest. Zippered tech pocket with headphone loop inside left chest. Large lower front patch pockets with Velcro close flaps.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
2” reflective material in 4” contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe /DOT configuration. Fully compliant with: CSA Z96-15, Class 1, Level 2 (Black); CSA Z96-15, Class 2, Level 2 (Lime,Orange); BC MOT Safety Apparel T-09/05 Revised 03/2006.

COLORS: Black, Lime, Orange
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-3XL
STYLE: 1AAGDK-VLJU01, 1AAGDK-VLJU01X (Black)
1AAGDK-VLJU02, 1AAGDK-VLJU02X (Lime, Orange)

REGULAR PRICE
$124.99
$134.99
1AAGDK-VLJU01, 1AAGDK-VLJU02
1AAGDK-VLJU01X, 1AAGDK-VLJU02X
DAKOTA

MEN’S WATERPROOF HI-VIS 300D RIPSTOP JACKET

FEATURES
- SHELL: 300 Denier trilobal rip-stop polyester.
- BODY: Mesh lining/polyester.
- SLEEVES: 100% polyester. HYPER-DRI HD3 waterproof, breathable protection.
- Anti-pill fleece lined collar and chin guard.
- Adjustable, detachable 3-piece peaked hood.
- Cell phone/radio clip-on loops on both shoulders. Removable ID holder.
- Waterproof zip storage pocket on right chest and left sleeve. Zip storage pocket inside left and right chest. Large main zipper close pockets.
- Double locker loop (outside back of neck and inside neck).

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
2” 3M Scotchlite Reflective Material in 4” WCB/WorkSafe BC/DOT configuration. Fully compliant with: CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2 (becomes CSA Class 3 when worn as a suit with Dakota Hi-Vis Bib Overall style HVWPBB-002 (sold separately). ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 Class 3, Level 2. BC MOT Safety Apparel T-09/05 Revised 03/2006.

COLORS: Orange, Lime
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-3XL
STYLE: HVWPBJ-002, HVWPBJ-002X

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGULAR PRICE</th>
<th>$189.99</th>
<th>$199.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REGULAR PRICE</td>
<td>HVWPBJ-002 X</td>
<td>HVWPBJ-002X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DAKOTA

MEN’S HI-VIS WATERPROOF RIP-STOP JACKET

FEATURES
- 300 Denier Trilobal rip-stop polyester.
- HYPER-DRI® HD3, waterproof/breathable protection.
- Removable 3-piece peaked hood with centre-back adjustable strap and elasticized drawcord with barrel-locks. Anti-pill fleece lined collar and chin guard. Drop back hem.
- Locker loop inside neck.
- Front and back venting.
- Reflective cell phone/radio clip-on loops on both shoulders. Removable ID holder. Waterproof zippered storage pocket on right chest and left sleeve. Zippered storage pocket inside left and right chest. Large lower front zippered pockets.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
2” 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material in 4” WCB/WorkSafe BC/DOT configuration. Fully compliant with: CSA Z96-09 Class 1, Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 1, Level 2

COLORS: Black
SIZES: S-2XL
STYLE: 1AAGDK-HVHDU01, 1AAGDK-HVHDU01X

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGULAR PRICE</th>
<th>$189.99</th>
<th>$199.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REGULAR PRICE</td>
<td>1AAGDK-HVHDU01</td>
<td>1AAGDK-HVHDU01X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## HI-VISIBILITY WORKWEAR

### DAVIDT

#### MEN’S HI-VIS T-MAX FREEZER JACKET

**Features**
- Rugged polyester outer shell quilted with T-MAX insulation.
- Body lined with polyester micro-fleece for added warmth and moisture wicking.
- Rib knit gusseted action back for improved mobility & comfort.
- Rib knit sleeve cuffs keep out drafts.
- Ample pockets for tools and technology.
- Easy care, machine wash and dry.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material in 4”WCB/WorkSafe BC/DOT configuration, fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2 (becomes CSA Class 3 when worn as a suit with a CSA Class 2, Level 2 pant or bib overall), ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 2, Level 2, BC MOT Safety Apparel T-09/05 Revised 03/2006.

**Colors:** Lime, Orange

**Sizes:** XS-XL, 2XL-3XL, 4XL-5XL

**Style:** 1AAGDK-HVJL01, 1AAGDK-HVJL01X, 1AAGDK-HVJL01XX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Price</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>$9999</strong></td>
<td>1AAGDK-HVJL01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$10999</strong></td>
<td>1AAGDK-HVJL01X, 1AAGDK-HVJL01XX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DAVIDT

#### MEN’S CLASS 1&2 HI-VIS HOODED QUILTED JAC SHIRT

**Features**
- 125 g polyester microfibre outer shell, coated with polyurethane for water repellence. 4 oz. polyfill insulation. Polyester taffeta lined body and sleeves.
- All seams sewn with polyester core thread for extra strength.
- 11 oz. 80% Cotton/20% Polyester 3-piece detachable hood. Adjustable drawcord. Locker loop inside neck.
- Adjustable snap-close cuffs. Drop back for added coverage.
- Outer front placket has snap closures. Inside zippered fleece placket.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
CSA Z96-15 Class 1, Level 2; ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type O, Class 1 (Black), CSA Z96-15 Class 2, Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type R, Class 3. (Lime, Orange) 2” reflective material in 4” WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

**Colors:** Black (Class 1) and Lime, Orange (Class 2)

**Sizes:** S-XL, 2XL-3XL

**Style:** 1AAGDK-HVJSL1, 1AAGDK-HVJSL1X (Black), 1AAGDK-HVJSL2, 1AAGDK-HVJSL2X (Lime, Orange), 1AAGDK-VLJU02, 1AAGDK-VLJU02X (Lime, Orange)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Price</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>$9999</strong></td>
<td>1AAGDK-HVJSL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$10999</strong></td>
<td>1AAGDK-HVJSL1X, 1AAGDK-HVJSL2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark's Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.**

**OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021**
HI-VISIBILITY WORKWEAR

MEN’S HI-VIS NARVIK JACKET

FEATURES
- 170g polyurethane coated 100% Polyester.
- Two-way zipper at front.
- Reflective elements.
- Packable hood with draw cord adjustment at front.
- Two pockets at front with flaps.
- Draw cord adjustment at hem.
- Push button adjustment at cuffs.
- Tail drop in back.
- Two tone base.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96.

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: S–2XL, 3XL
STYLE: 70261–01, 70261X

REGULAR PRICE
$149.99
70261–01

$169.99
70261X

HI-VISIBILITY WORKWEAR

OPEN ROAD

HI-VIS 150D UNLINED WATERPROOF, WINDPROOF SAFETY RAIN JACKET

FEATURES
- 150 Denier Trilobal rip-stop polyester.
- Lightweight and flexible even in cold conditions.
- Waterproof and windproof.
- Double–sewn, taped and heat-sealed seams.
- Generous sizing for working comfort and ventilation.
- Detachable snap–off hood.
- Multi–vented front and back for breathability.
- Mesh linking on inside upper back for added comfort.
- 2 sealed outside pockets.
- Adjustable cuffs.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant with CSA Z96–15 Class 2 Level 2. Becomes Class 3 when worn as a suit. Fully compliant with ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3. Not FR. 2” Vi-brance® reflective material in 4” contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration

COLORS: Lime, Orange
SIZES: S–5XL
STYLE: 6323J–01, 6323JX

REGULAR PRICE
$79.99
6323J–01

$84.99
6323JX

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.
PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
MEN'S CLASS 1 & CLASS 2 HI-VIS VEST

FEATURES
• 4.7oz. 150 Denier Polyester durable twill.
• Side expansion gussets. Breathable mesh side vents.
• Durable refl ective chest straps for ID, cell phone or radio.
• 3 lower-front Velcro-close outside pockets. Lower inside left and right pockets with Velcro closures. Inside Velcro-close cell phone pocket.
• 5 outside stalls for pens/pencils/small rulers.
• Safety D-Ring access slot.
• Bartacked stress points sewn with strong polyester thread.
• Pocket and garment edges trimmed with polyester fabric.
• Machine wash and dry.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96-15 Class 1, Level 2; ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type O, Class 1(Black), CSA Z96-15 Class 2, Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type R, Class 2. (Lime,Orange). 2" refl ective material in 4" contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

COLORS: Black (Class 1) and Lime,Orange (Class 2)
SIZES: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL-5XL
STYLE: 1AAFDK-HVV001, 1AAFDK-HVV001X (Black)
1AAFDK-HVV002, 1AAFDK-HVV002X

REGULAR PRICE
$3499
$3699

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96-15 Class 1, Level 2; ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type O, Class 1(Black), CSA Z96-15 Class 2, Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type R, Class 2. (Lime,Orange). 2" refl ective material in 4" contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

COLORS: Black (Class 1) and Lime,Orange (Class 2)
SIZES: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL-5XL
STYLE: 1AAFDK-HVV001, 1AAFDK-HVV001X (Black)
1AAFDK-HVV002, 1AAFDK-HVV002X

REGULAR PRICE
$154.99

A practical addition to your workwear wardrobe, this high-visibility rain jacket is designed for comfort in extreme conditions and retains its flexibility in sub-zero temperatures. The fabric is lightweight, warm and quick to dry to maximize comfort in demanding conditions. The jacket features Reflexite® prism refl ective tape that’s clearly visible day or night for an extra element of protection.

FEATURES
• 5.9 oz. 65% Polyurethane / 35% Polyester fabric is lightweight and stays flexible in cold.
• Adjustable wrist cuffs.
• Storm flap over zipper.
• Hood can be stored in collar (sold seperately Style #6330H).
• Machine wash and dry.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant with CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 3, not FR. 2" 3M™ Scotchlite™ refl ective material in 4" contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

COLORS: Green, Orange
SIZES: XS-4XL
STYLE: 6330J

REGULAR PRICE
$154.99

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark's Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
MEN’S BTE SAFETY VEST

Featuring breathable fluorescent mesh fabric with reflective banding front and back, this safety vest will keep you visible and safe on the job.

The front Velcro® closure makes for quick on-off. Designed to fit comfortably over your work clothes, this vest is machine washable.

FEATURES

• 100% Polyester.

• V-Neck.

• Reflective mesh fabric with reflective banding front and back.

• Front velcro closure.

• Machine washable.

COLORS: Fluorescent Green, Fluorescent Yellow

SIZES: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL-5XL

STYLE: 6110

REGULAR PRICE

$14.99

$19.99

OPEN ROAD

MEN’S BTE SAFETY VEST

Featuring breathable fluorescent mesh fabric with reflective banding front and back, this safety vest will keep you visible and safe on the job. The front Velcro® closure makes for quick on-off. Designed to fit comfortably over your work clothes, this vest is machine washable.

FEATURES

• 100% Polyester.

• V-Neck.

• Reflective mesh fabric with reflective banding front and back.

• Front velcro closure.

• Machine washable.

COLORS: Fluorescent Green, Fluorescent Yellow

SIZES: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL-5XL

STYLE: 6110

REGULAR PRICE

$14.99
MEN’S MESH SAFETY VEST
This Viking mesh safety vest’s Velcro® system makes it quick and easy to put on and take off, saving you time during a busy work day. Made from soft polyester mesh, it’s both comfortable and breathable. The 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective strips ensure you are always visible on site, while four handy front pockets keep essentials protected.

FEATURES
• Soft mesh polyester.
• 4 front pockets.
• Machine wash and dry.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
2” 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material in 4” WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration, safety D-ring slot access, 5-Point Velcro® tear-away design, fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2, becomes CSA Class 3 in combination with appropriate model arm and leg bands, fully compliant with ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 Class 2 Level 2.

COLORS: Green, Yellow
SIZES: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL-5XL
STYLE: 6125G, 6125O

REGULAR PRICE
$249.99

Viking®
MEN’S MESH SAFETY VEST
This Viking mesh safety vest’s Velcro® system makes it quick and easy to put on and take off, saving you time during a busy work day. Made from soft polyester mesh, it’s both comfortable and breathable. The 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective strips ensure you are always visible on site, while four handy front pockets keep essentials protected.

FEATURES
• Soft mesh polyester.
• 4 front pockets.
• Machine wash and dry.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
2” 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material in 4” WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration, safety D-ring slot access, 5-Point Velcro® tear-away design, fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2, becomes CSA Class 3 in combination with appropriate model arm and leg bands, fully compliant with ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 Class 2 Level 2.

COLORS: Green, Yellow
SIZES: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL-5XL
STYLE: 6125G, 6125O

REGULAR PRICE
$249.99
HI-VISIBILITY WORKWEAR

MEN'S SAFETY VEST
Get through your busy work day safely with this resilient yet breathable polyester vest. A useful piece of gear at any worksite, it combines great visibility with lightweight comfort. A Velcro® tear-away design makes it easy to put on and remove. The Viking solid safety vest is compliant with CSA high visibility standards.

FEATURES
• Breathable solid polyester material.
• 4 front pockets.
• Machine wash and dry.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2. Becomes CSA Class 3 in combination with appropriate model arm and leg bands. Fully compliant with ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 Class 2 Level 2. 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material in 4" WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration. Safety D-ring slot access. 5-Point Velcro® tear-away design

COLORS: Green, Orange
SIZES: S/M, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL-5XL
STYLE: 6135O, 6135G

REGULAR PRICE
$2199

HI-VIS TEAR-AWAY MESH BACK ZIP FRONT SAFETY VEST

FEATURES
• Tricot polyester interlock front.
• Full mesh back panel.
• Zipper front with tear-away on left side.
• StarTech® reflective tape.
• 5 point tear-away.
• 4 sealed pockets.
• 2 radiophone clip straps.
• D ring access slot.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 and ANSI/ISEA 107-20 Class 2 Type P and R.

COLORS: Yellow/Green
SIZES: XS-5XL
STYLE: 6936-01

REGULAR PRICE
$2999

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.
HI-VISIBILITY WORKWEAR

**Viking**

**MEN’S ZIPPER SAFETY VEST**

**FEATURES**
- Fluorescent mesh fabric.
- Zippered front for a shirt-like feel.
- 4 pockets with hook-and-loop closure.
- Dual chest straps.
- Machine washable.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
Fully compliant with CSA Z96-15 Class 2, Level 2 and becomes Class 3 in combination with right model arm and leg bands.
Fully compliant with ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Type R, Class 2, not FR.
4" Contrasting Vi-brance® tape.

**COLORS:** Green
**SIZES:** S–5XL
**STYLE:** 6112G

**REGULAR PRICE**
$19.99

---

**Hi-Vis Tear-Away Mesh Back Zip Front Safety Vest**

This Pioneer high visibility safety vest meets CSA standards with super-sized 3M Scotchlite reflective tape. The vest features a transparent ID pocket and penholders, a sleeve for your cell phone and three storage pockets for your work essentials. Two radiophone clip straps can carry your two-way radio or any other small tools you may need while on the job.

**FEATURES**
- Tricot polyester interlock.
- Adjustable 1 size up at sides.
- Radio/phone clip straps.
- 1D pocket with pen holders, 3 storage pockets, cell phone pocket.
- Machine wash and dry. Do not dry clean, iron or bleach.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
3M Scotchlite reflective tape, meets CSAZ96-09 Class 1 Level 2 standards.

**COLORS:** Black
**SIZES:** SM, L/XL, 2XL/3XL, 4XL/5XL
**STYLE:** 135-01

**REGULAR PRICE**
$29.99
DAKOTA
MEN’S HI-VIS LINED FULL ZIP HOODED SWEATSHIRT

FEATURES
• 12.4 oz. 85% Polyester / 15% Cotton, 2-layer jersey knit fleece.
• Fabric chin guard.
• Tear-away detachable 3-piece hood with draw-cord and barrel-locks and shape-retaining rib-knit waistband and sleeve cuffs to keep out the drafts.
• Full front zippered closure.
• Locker loop inside neck.
• Kangaroo pockets with inside zippered security pockets.
• Dual reflective chest straps for ID badge, cell phone or radio.
• All seams sewn with strong polyester thread.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant with: CSA Z96-09 Class 1, Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 1, Level 2. 2” reflective material in 4” contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: XS–4XL
STYLE: 1AABDK-HVFZFU1, 1AABDK-HVFZFU1X

REGULAR PRICE
$84.99  $89.99
1AABDK-HVFZFU1  1AABDK-HVFZFU1X

MEN’S HI-VIS LINED FULL ZIP HOODED SWEATSHIRT

FEATURES
• 12.4 oz. 85% Polyester / 15% Cotton, 2-layer jersey knit fleece.
• Premium polyester outer fabric is durable and colorfast.
• Cotton-lined inner fabric offers superior breathability and is soft against the skin.
• Tear-away detachable 3-piece hood with draw-cord and barrel-locks.
• Shape-retaining rib-knit waistband and sleeve cuffs to keep out the drafts.
• Full front zippered closure with fabric chin guard.
• Locker loop inside neck.
• Kangaroo pockets with inside zippered security pockets.
• Dual reflective chest straps for ID badge, cell phone or radio.
• All seams sewn with strong polyester thread.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant with: CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2 (becomes CSA Class 3 when worn with the correct leg bands). ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 2, Level 2. 2” reflective material in 4” contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

COLORS: Lime, Orange
SIZES: S–4XL
STYLE: 1AABDK-HVFZFU2, 1AABDK-HVFZFU2X

REGULAR PRICE
$84.99  $89.99
1AABDK-HVFZFU2  1AABDK-HVFZFU2X
DAKOTA

MEN’S HI-VIS LINED LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

FEATURES
• 5.4 oz. 2-layer 55% Cotton/45% Polyester.
• Premium polyester outer fabric is durable and colourfast.
• Cotton-lined inner fabric offers superior breathability and softness.
• Rib knit crewneck collar.
• Velcro® close left chest pocket.
• Rib-knit sleeve cuffs.
• All seams sewn with strong polyester thread.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Dual reflective chest straps for ID badge, cell phone or radio. Fully compliant with:
CSA Z96-09 Class 1, Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 1, Level 2. 2” Reflective material in 4” contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: S–4XL
STYLE: 1AABDK-HVLST01, 1AABDK-HVLST01X

REGULAR PRICE
$3299

MEN’S HI-VIS LINED CLASS 2 LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

FEATURES
• 5.4 oz. 55% Cotton / 45% Polyester.
• Premium polyester outer fabric is durable and colourfast.
• Cotton inner fabric offers superior breathability and feels soft against the skin.
• Crew neck.
• Chest pocket with Velcro closure.
• Long cuffed sleeves.
• All seams sewn with strong polyester thread.
• Machine wash and dry.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96-15 Class 2, Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type R, Class 3. 2” reflective material in 4” contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.
High-visibility yellow. Dual reflective chest straps for ID badge, cell phone or radio.

COLORS: Lime, Orange
SIZES: XS–4XL
STYLE: 1AABDK-HVLST02, 1AABDK-HVLST02X

REGULAR PRICE
$3299
MEN'S HI-VIS LINED SHORT-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

FEATURES
- 5.4 oz. 2-layer 55% Cotton/45% Polyester.
- Premium polyester outer fabric is durable and colourfast.
- Cotton-lined inner fabric offers superior breathability and softness.
- Rib knit crewneck collar.
- Velcro® close left chest pocket.
- Hemmed sleeve cuffs.
- All seams sewn with strong polyester thread.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Dual reflective chest straps for ID badge, cell phone or radio. Fully compliant with:
CSA Z96-15 Class 2, Level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-2015, Type R, Class 3. 2” reflective material in 4” contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

COLORS: Lime, Orange
SIZES: XS-4XL
STYLE: 1AABDK-HVSST02

REGULAR PRICE
$29.99
MEN’S SAFETY COTTON LINED SHORT-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

This safety shirt has a polyester outer layer lined with a dual-layer of cotton for decreased irritation and better comfort. The outer layer holds colour longer to retain its high visibility and the shirt meets CSA safety standards with Vi-Brance reflective tape front and back. Its also treated with UPF 50+ UV blocker for protection during outdoor work.

FEATURES
• High-visibility polyester outer layer and dual-layer cotton back.
• UPF 50+ treatment blocks 98% of UV radiation.
• Machine wash, hang to dry. Do not put in dryer, do not bleach, iron or dry clean. Keep away from fire.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 2 Level 2 and ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 2 Level 2. 2Vi-Brance reflective material in contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration. Becomes CSA Z96-09 Class 3 when combined with the correct arm and leg bands.

COLORS: Green, Black, Orange
SIZES: S-4XL
STYLE: 6000

REGULAR PRICE
$36.99

MEN’S SAFETY COTTON LINED LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

This safety shirt has a polyester outer layer lined with a dual-layer of cotton for decreased irritation and better comfort. The outer layer holds colour longer to retain its high visibility and the shirt meets CSA safety standards with Vi-Brance reflective tape front and back. Its also treated with UPF 50+ UV blocker for protection during outdoor work.

FEATURES
• Polyester outer layer, cotton lining.
• UV blocker.
• Protection against ultraviolet rays. UPF 50+ treatment blocks 98% of UV radiation.
• Dual layer cotton back.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 2 Level 2, becomes Class 3 when combined with the correct arm and leg bands. Fully compliant with ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class 2 Level 2. 2Vi-Brance reflective material in contrasting tape meets WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration. High visibility outer layer for added safety.

COLORS: Green, Black, Orange
SIZES: XS-4XL
STYLE: 6015

REGULAR PRICE
$39.99
*SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES.* Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

**Viking®**

**MEN’S POLY SAFETY SHORT-SLEEVE T-SHIRT**

Keep yourself safe and visible at the worksite with this V-neck short sleeved safety shirt. The Scotchlite reflective material makes you clearly visible to passing cars and co-workers. Its breathable polyester helps keep you cool in hot temperatures. A cell phone pocket, pen slots, and straps for a radio phone make it easy to hold all the necessary tools for the job. This shirt is compliant with CSA high visibility standards.

**FEATURES**
- Non-transparent, double layer premium polyester mesh material.
- Soft and breathable.
- V-Neck.
- Left chest Velcro®-sealed cell phone pocket and pen slot, two Clip-on straps for radio phone.
- Machine wash and dry.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
Fully compliant with CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2; becomes CSA Class 3 when worn with Viking ankle / arm bands. Fully compliant with ANSI/ISEA 107-2004 Class 3, Level 2. Reflective Material in 4” WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

**COLORS:** Green, Orange  
**SIZES:** S-4XL  
**STYLE:** 6005G, 6005O

**REGULAR PRICE**  
$24.99

**REGULAR PRICE**  
$43.99
MEN’S HI-VIS SHORT-SLEEVE T-SHIRT
Made with a microfibre fabric that wicks moisture away from the skin, this high-visibility t-shirt will keep you comfortable and safe on busy worksites. It features reflective vertical and horizontal banding on the body as well as the sleeves. This easy-care shirt is both colour-fast and non-shrinking, so it will last through shift after shift and wash after wash.

FEATURES
- Moisture-wicking microfibre fabric.
- Non-shrinking and colour-fast.
- Crewneck.
- Short sleeves.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Meets CSA Z96 Level 2 Class 2 standards.

COLORS: Bright Green, Bright Orange
SIZES: S-2XL
STYLE: TS1103-LYL, TS1103-ORG

REGULAR PRICE
$32.99

MEN’S HI-VIS LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRT
Made with a microfibre fabric that wicks moisture away from the skin, this high-visibility t-shirt will keep you comfortable and safe on busy worksites. It features reflective vertical and horizontal banding on the body as well as the sleeves. This easy-care shirt is both colour-fast and non-shrinking, so it will last through shift after shift and wash after wash.

FEATURES
- Moisture-wicking microfibre fabric.
- Non-shrinking and colour-fast.
- Crewneck.
- Long sleeves.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Meets CSA Z96 Level 2 Class 2 standards.

COLORS: Bright Green, Bright Orange
SIZES: S-3XL
STYLE: TS1203-LYL, TS1203-ORG

REGULAR PRICE
$39.99
MEN’S HI-VIS SHORT-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

**FEATURES**
- Lightweight 180g, 4 way, 15% stretch 100% polyester pique knit.
- Non-shrink, non-fade.
- Extreme moisture-wicking performance.
- Generous length for best low back coverage.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
Meets CSA Z96-15, Level 2 Class 2 standards.

**COLORS:** Bright Orange

**SIZES:** XS-2XL

**STYLE:** TS1104-ORG

**REGULAR PRICE**
$39.99

---

**MEN’S HI-VIS SHORT-SLEEVE T-SHIRT**

**FEATURES**
- 100% Polyester micro mesh shirt with armband.
- Premium polyester micro mesh shirt.
- Wicking treatment to keep you dry.
- Reflective material with 4” contrast backing.
- Excellent breathability and comfort.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
Meets CSA Z96 Level 2 Class 2 standards.

**COLORS:** Fluorescent Green, Fluorescent Orange, Black

**SIZES:** XS-5XL

**STYLE:** ST091, ST092

**REGULAR PRICE**
$27.99
MEN’S HI-VIS SHORT-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

FEATURES
- Soft premium birdseye moisture-wicking polyester.
- StarTech® reflective tape.
- Rib crew neck.
- Chest pocket with hook and loop closure.
- Radiophone clip strap.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96-15 Class 1 Level 2 and ANSI/ISEA 107-20 Class 1 Type O.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: XS–5XL
STYLE: 6992

REGULAR PRICE
$24.99

MEN’S 100% COTTON LONG-SLEEVE SAFETY SHIRT

FEATURES
- 100% cotton.
- Breast pocket.
- 4” 3M™ reflective tape.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
meets CSA Z96-15 Class 2, Level 2 standards.

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: S–5XL
STYLE: 6980–01, 6980–01X

REGULAR PRICE
$36.99
$40.99
MEN’S 100% COTTON HI-VIS SHORT-SLEEVE SAFETY SHIRT

**FEATURES**
- 100% cotton.
- Breast pocket.
- 4” 3M™ reflective tape.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
Meets CSA Z96-15 Class 2, Level 1 standards.

**COLORS:** Navy

**SIZES:** S-5XL

**STYLE:** BK6983, BK6983X

**REGULAR PRICE**
$3299
BK6983
$3799
BK6983X

---

MEN’S 100% COTTON HI-VIS LONG-SLEEVE SAFETY SHIRT

**FEATURES**
- 100% cotton.
- Breast pocket.
- 4” 3M™ reflective tape.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
Meets CSA Z96-15 Class 2, Level 2 standards.

**COLORS:** Navy

**SIZES:** S-5XL

**STYLE:** BK6984, BK6984X

**REGULAR PRICE**
$3799
BK6984
$4299
BK6984X
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

REGULAR PRICE

$214.99 $284.99
71675 71675X, 71675XX

HI-VISIBILITY WORKWEAR

MEN’S POTS DAM PANT with 4” STRIPING

FEATURES

• 200g 100% Oxford Polyester. 100% Polyamide lining.
• Fully taped construction, Elastic at waist.
• Broad belt tunnel at back for extra strength and stability.
• Detachable back piece with elastic suspenders.
• Two pockets at front with zippers and flaps, back pocket with flap.
• Belt loops with Click-on function for additional accessories.
• Thigh pocket with flap, ruler pocket, knee pad pocket accessible from the inside.
• Boot zippers with storm flap and Velcro closures.
• Velcro® adjustment at hem.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE

CSA Z96–15 Class 1, Level 2; ANSI/ISEA 107–2015, Type O,
Class 1. 2” reflective material in 4” contrasting tape meets
WCB/Worksafe/DOT configuration.

COLORS: Orange/Navy, Yellow/Charcoal
SIZES: XS–XL, 2XL–5XL
STYLE: 71675, 71675X, 71675XX

REGULAR PRICE

MEN’S VENTILATED POLY-COTTON WORK PANTS

The CW2 Coolworks® work pants are constructed with practical cooling design features that are essential for on-the-job wear. For cooling comfort in heat-prone environments, the pants come in a relaxed fit with tear-resistant mesh sections on the lower leg that allow cooling air to flow through while you work. These pants are ideal for workplaces that don’t allow shorts. The cargo-style pants come with colour-coded, zip-on/off leg covers that are easily stowed in the large cargo pockets.

FEATURES

• Ripstop 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton blend.
• Wrinkle-resistant, non-fading and breathable.
• Relaxed fit for all season layering.
• Waistband with belt loops.
• Easy on/off leg covers for year-round comfort.
• Side front slash pockets, back welt pockets, side cargo pockets, all with bar-tacked seams for extra strength.
• Front fly closure.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE

3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective bands around the legs.

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: 28”–48” waist, 28”–36” inseam
STYLE: CW2–NVR

REGULAR PRICE

$99.99
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

**Hi-Visibility Workwear**

**Men’s Hi-Vis Ventilated Cargo Pant**

**Features**
- 220gsm 65% Polyester / 35% Ripstop Cotton.
- Water resistant.
- Treated with Teflon™ fabric protector.
- Wrinkle resistant and fade-resistant fabric.
- Relaxed fit allows for easy layering.
- Waistband with elastic inserts and wide belt loops.
- Easy-on/off leg covers with colour-coded zippers.
- Deep front slash pockets. Extra large cargo pockets for on-board storage of leg covers.
- Machine wash and dry. Do not bleach or dry clean.

**Safety Compliance**
3M Scotchlite™ reflective material meets CSA high-visibility standard when worn with compliant garment. Hi-Vis reflective striping pattern meets CSA-Z96 2015 Class 2, Level 2 standards.

**Colors:** Orange

**Sizes:** 32”-40” waist, 30”-36” inseam

**Style:** CW2-ORG

**Regular Price:** $109.99

**Men’s Pull On Safety Pants**

From Work King, these lightweight safety pants feature an easy pull-on elastic waistband with a drawstring for adjustability. The legs are also adjustable with snaps at the hems. There are side pockets for holding small essentials and hi-vis/reflective banding on the lower legs.

**Features**
- 100% Polyester Tricot.
- Lightweight and comfortable.
- Elasticized waistband with drawstring.
- 2 side pockets.
- Adjustable hem snaps.

**Safety Compliance**
CSA-Z96-15 Compliant-Class 3, Level 2 (when worn with Class 2 top with armbands). ANSI 107-2010 Compliant-Class E, Level 2.

**Colors:** Orange

**Sizes:** S-5XL

**Style:** S60311, S60321, S60331

**Regular Price:** $39.99

**Hi-Visibility Workwear**

**Men’s Hi-Vis Visibility Workwear**

**Regular Price:** $39.99

**Over Size Styles May Be Extra. Prices Effective Until August 31, 2021**
MEN’S HI-VIS CARGO PANT

These Work King High Visibility work pants meet Ontario Mining Association requirements as well as those of CSA and ANSI*. High-Viz Orange and reflective leg bands keep you safely in sight on outdoor and underground work sites. These pants have seven belt loops and six roomy pockets for keeping your small tools and personal items close at hand.

**FEATURES**
- 62% Polyester / 38% Cotton.
- Waistband with 7 belt loops.
- Machine wash and dry.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
High Visibility orange. Compliant with Ontario Mining Association requirements. CSA/ANSI* compliant when worn with Class 2 top with armbands. 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective material with 4” contrast backing

**COLORS:** Orange
**SIZES:** 32”-42” waist
**STYLE:** SP011

**REGULAR PRICE**
$74.99

MEN’S 100% COTTON CARGO PANTS

**FEATURES**
- 6 oz. 100% cotton twill.
- 2 front pockets, 2 back pockets.
- Cargo pocket on side of each leg with flap.
- Brass zipper fly with melamine button.
- Bartacked belt loops.
- 2” silver retroreflective tape encircling each leg.
- Standard AGO heavy duty construction.
- All structural seams double stitched.
- All stress points and pockets bartacked.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
Meets Ontario OHSA. Regulation 213/91 Sec 69.1 (4). Retroreflective leg bands are CSA Z96 Level 2 Compliant.

**COLORS:** Orange
**SIZES:** 28”-44” waist, 26”-36” inseam
**STYLE:** SP-600, SP-600X, SP-600XX

**REGULAR PRICE**
$119.99
$129.99
$144.99

SP-600
SP-600X
SP-600XX
WOMEN’S HI-VIS SAFETY VEST

You gain an extra level of protection wearing the Pioneer Women’s Hi-Viz Safety Vest. Made in a lightweight fabric, the vest is tapered at the waist for a feminine fit and it flares slightly at the bottom. It has plenty of tool pockets for your workday gear, including a radiophone clip strap so you can stay in touch with easy access. The safety aspect is covered with high-quality StarTech™ reflective tape on high-viz bands.

FEATURES
• Tricot polyester interlock.
• V-Neck and tapered waist.
• Flared bottom with rounded front.
• ID pocket with pen holders. Chest pockets, front flap pockets, cell phone pocket and inside pocket. Radiophone clip strap.
• Zippered front closure.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
High-quality StarTech™ reflective tape on hi-viz bands. Compliant with CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 and ANSI/ISEA 107-15 Class 2 Type P and R.

COLORS: Hi-Vis Orange
SIZES: S-2XL
STYLE: 136

REGULAR PRICE
$29.99

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.
Pricing effective until August 31, 2021

REGULAR PRICE
$34.99

WOMEN’S HI-VIS SAFETY TEAR-AWAY VEST

FEATURES
- 3.5 oz. polyester mesh.
- 5 point tear-away.
- Startech™ reflective tape.
- ID pocket with pen holders.
- Full tear-away front zipper.
- Inside storage and cell phone pockets.
- Lower pockets with flaps.
- Radiophone clip straps.
- Designed for women with a tapered waist and flared bottom.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96-15 Class 2 level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-15 Class 2 Type P and R.

COLORS: Hi-Vis Yellow/Green
SIZES: XS-2XL
STYLE: 489

REGULAR PRICE
$32.99

WOMEN’S HI-VIS SHORT-SLEEVE SAFETY VEST

This HI-VIS women’s work t-shirt is made in a poly-cotton knit with a drop-stitch to add breathability and comfort. Cotton yarn inside the fabric makes it ultra cool to wear. The high-visibility t-shirt meets CSA standards and features two-inch silver Startech™ reflective tape.

FEATURES
- 180 gsm polyester and cotton knit.
- Drop-stitched for ultimate responsibility.
- Cotton yarn inside for ultra cool comfort.
- Crew neck with contrast stripes.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Hi-visibility polyester outside meets CSA Z96-15 Class 2 level 2. ANSI/ISEA 107-15 Class 2 Type P and R. 2” silver Startech™ reflective tape.

COLORS: Hi-Vis Orange, Hi-Vis Yellow
SIZES: S-3XL
STYLE: 6908 (Orange), 6909 (Yellow)
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

HI-VISIBILITY WORKWEAR

WOMEN’S HI-VIS ORANGE SAFETY T-SHIRT
Be seen in dark or dim work conditions in this Pioneer safety t-shirt that comes in a high-viz colour.

FEATURES
• 100% Polyester.
• Soft premium birdseye moisture-wicking fabric.
• Tailored for women’s fit.
• Crew-neck.
• Chest pocket with hook-and-loop closure.
• Radio/phone clip strap.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Hi Viz Orange fabric. StarTech® reflective tape. CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 and ANSI/ISEA 107-20 Class 2 Type P and R.

COLORS: Hi-Vis Orange
SIZES: S–4XL
STYLE: 6948–01

REGULAR PRICE
$24.99

HI-VISIBILITY WORKWEAR

WOMEN’S HI-VIS YELLOW SAFETY T-SHIRT
Be seen in dark or dim work conditions in this Pioneer safety t-shirt that comes in a high-viz colour.

FEATURES
• 100% Polyester.
• Soft premium birdseye moisture-wicking fabric.
• Tailored for women’s fit.
• Crew-neck.
• Chest pocket with hook-and-loop closure.
• Radio/phone clip strap.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Hi Viz Yellow fabric. StarTech® reflective tape. CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 and ANSI/ISEA 107-20 Class 2 Type P and R.

COLORS: Hi-Vis Yellow
SIZES: S–4XL
STYLE: 6949

REGULAR PRICE
$24.99
MEN’S DELUXE
9 OZ. COVERALLS

FEATURES
- 9 oz. twill 88% cotton / 12% nylon Westex Ultrasoft® Flame-resistant.
- Two-way concealed NOMEX® taped brass breakaway zipper, concealed snap at top of zipper and neck.
- Stand-up two-way safety collar.
- Concealed snap closure on cuff, elastic waist inserts.
- Two front swing pockets, two patch chest pockets with flaps and concealed snap closure.
- Deep-pleated action back and slide vent openings with snap closure.
- Care: Home and industrial wash.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE:
NFPA 2112, NFPA 70E, F1506, Arc Rating: 12.2 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: M–4XL
STYLE: CLB6NV

REGULAR PRICE
$224.99

MEN’S AVENGER
7 OZ. COVERALLS

FEATURES
- 7 oz. 88% FR Cotton/12% Nylon twill weave, preshrunk FR fabric.
- 50% more life than 100% cotton.
- H2S monitor can attach to outside of pocket with strap and elastic fasteners.
- Multi-protection from electric arc and flash fire.
- Lowered X striping on back to allow room for company logo or hooded undergarment.
- Velcro closure at cuffs.
- Tool pocket on right leg, patch pockets with Velcro close flap.
- Side entry pass-thru opening.
- Adjustable Velcro® closure at leg hem.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE

COLORS: Royal Blue, Black, Red, Navy, Grey
SIZES: 34”–62” Reg., 36”–62” Tall
STYLE: ASB3108, ASB3108X, ASB3108XX

REGULAR PRICE
$194.99
$209.99
$219.99

ASB3108
ASB3108X
ASB3108XX
MEN’S ULTRASOFT®
9 OZ. DELUXE COVERALLS

FEATURES
- 9 oz. twill 88% cotton / 12% nylon Westex Ultrasoft® Flame-resistant.
- Velcro® closure on collar, cuff.
- Front snap closure with YKK breakaway zipper. Flap over zipper closure.
- Patch pockets with snap close flap, pen pocket, front and back patch pockets.
- Side entry pass-thru opening.
- Adjustable Velcro® closure at leg hem.
- Leg zippers with flaps.
- Action back.
- Side elastic at waist.
- Care: Home and industrial wash.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE:
CSA Z96-15, Class 3, Level 2. NFPA 2112, NFPA 70E, CSA Z462, ASTM1506,
Arc Rating: 12.4 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: 34”-66” Reg. & Tall
STYLE: USO409

REGULAR PRICE
$274.99

FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR

MEN’S ULTRASOFT®
7 OZ. CONTRACTOR COVERALLS

FEATURES
- 7 oz. 88% FR Cotton/12% high tenacity nylon from Westex®.
- 50% extended garment wear life over 100% cotton.
- Velcro® closure on collar, cuff and leg hem.
- YKK breakaway zipper with flap over zipper closure.
- Chest patch pockets, waist slash pockets in front, patch pockets in back,
  pen pocket on sleeve.
- Mic strap on chest.
- Action back.
- Side elastic at waist.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112, NFPA 70E, ASTM F1506, CSA Z462,
OSHA 1910.269, Arc Rating: 8.7 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Royal Blue
SIZES: 34”-66” Reg., 38”-66” Tall
STYLE: US107

REGULAR PRICE
$204.99

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales
Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.
**MEN’S AVENGER**

**12 OZ. DUCK BIB PANTS**

**Features**
- 12 oz. 100% FR Cotton, preshrunk fabric.
- Adjustable elastic straps.
- Tool pockets, front slash pockets at waist, back patch pockets.
- YKK zipper with flap over closure.
- Double knee with knee pad opening.
- Hammer loop and tool pocket on left leg.

**Safety Compliance**
NFPA 2112, NFPA 70E, ASTM F1506-02, CSA Z462, Arc Rating: 15 cal/cm². CAT 2.

**Colors:** Carmel Duck

**Sizes:** S-4XL Reg. & Tall

**Style:** ASC3122

**Regular Price**
$199.99

---

**MEN’S FR**

**13 OZ. DUCK BIB PANTS**

**Features**
- 13 oz. 100% cotton FR duck.
- High back with suspenders and FR side-release buckles.
- Chap-style double-front enhances durability.
- Brass zipper fly with Nomex® FR zipper tape.
- FR melamine buttons at waist.
- Multiple tool and utility pockets.
- Ankle-to-above knee brass leg zippers with Nomex® FR zipper tape and protective flaps with arc-resistant snap closures.

**Safety Compliance:**
NFPA 2112, NFPA 70E, F1506, Arc Rating: 16 cal/cm². CAT 2.

**Colors:** Black

**Sizes:** 30”-44”, 46”-54” waist, 28”-36” inseam

**Style:** 101627-001, 101627-001-1

**Regular Price**
$269.99
$294.99

---

**Supplies are limited in some styles. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.**

Prices effective until August 31, 2021.
FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR

MEN’S “THE SHIELD”
SOFT SHELL HI-VIS JACKET

FEATURES
• 17.5 oz. Shield FR fabric (Modacrylic, Lyocell, Twaron Para Aramid).
• Inherently fire and arc resistant soft-shell jacket.
• Solid silver reflective.
• Inner channel fleece fabric provides warmth and excellent stretch.
• Breathable, middle membrane blocks 98% of wind.
• Durable, wind-repellent shield.
• Microphone clips on chest.
• Wide cuffs offer greater comfort and versatility.
• Hand pockets with storm flaps.
• Optional removable zippered hood.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: S-5XL, LT-3XLT
STYLE: DFS140

REGULAR PRICE $610.99

FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR

MEN’S ELEMENTS™
LIGHTNING JACKET

FEATURES
• Inherently fire and arc-resistant.
• Proprietary fabric technology stands up against wind, rain, and sleet.
• IronShield™ fabric in Navy placed in high-wear areas for increased durability and stain coverage.
• Enhanced moisture wicking properties promote superior breathability and dry times.
• Innovative stretch reflective stripes move with you for greater range of movement and comfort.
• Built-in balaclava gives on-demand facial protection, warmth.
• Close fitting hood design offers over-the-hood hard hat fit.
• Drop-tail rear hem, extra-long sleeves provide additional coverage.
• Nomex® knit cuffs fit snugly to block cold wind up the sleeves.
• A range of storage options like hidden cell phone pocket and hand warmer pocket keep go-to items close.
• Contrasting stitching for stylish garment design.
• Durable wash-and-wear performance for long-lasting usability.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE:

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: S-5XL, LT-3XLT
STYLE: DFML1350

REGULAR PRICE $459.99
MEN’S FR FULL SWING® QUICK DUCK® JACKET

FEATURES

• 8.5 oz. FR Quick Duck; 88% Cotton/12% Nylon with Rain Defender durable water repellent. 7 oz. FR twill lining; 88% Cotton/12% High-tenacity nylon.
• Mighty Back bi-swing between shoulders for instant recovery.
• Freedom Gusset under the arms.
• Stand-up collar.
• Left-chest map pocket with zipper closure. Two lower-front pockets with zipper closures. Left sleeve upper arm pocket. Two inside patch pockets with FR hook-and-loop closures. Vision front zipper with Nomex FR zipper tape plus inside protective flap.
• Adjustable cuffs with ergonomic shaped sleeve hem.
• Triple-stitched main seams.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE

UL classified to NFPA 2112. Compliant to ASTM F1506, CSA Z462 & NFPA 70E. Arc rating is 14 cal/cm²; HRC 2.

COLORS: Carhartt Brown
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL, LT-3XLT
STYLE: 102179-211, 102179-211-1

REGULAR PRICE

$369.99  $419.99
102179-211  102179-211-1

MEN’S FR FULL SWING® QUICK DUCK® JACKET

FEATURES

• 8.5 oz. FR Quick Duck; 88% Cotton/12% Nylon with Rain Defender durable water repellent. Insulated with 150g 3M™ Thinsulate™ Platinum insulation FR.
• Mighty Back bi-swing between shoulders for instant recovery.
• Freedom Gusset under the arms. Triple stitched main seams.
• Stand-up collar with flap to cover hidden snaps (optional FR hood).
• Two chest pockets with flaps and hidden snap closures, two lower front pockets with snap closures, left sleeve upper arm pocket, two inside patch pockets with FR hook-and-loop closures.
• Brass zipper front with Nomex FR zipper-tape plus inside and outside protective flaps and snap closure.
• Nomex FR inside-waist adjustable drawcord.
• Internal rib knit storm cuffs with ergonomic shaped sleeve hem.
• Inside pocket with hook-and-loop closure.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE

UL classified to NFPA 2112. Compliant to ASTM F1506, CSA Z462 & NFPA 70E. Arc rating is 36 cal/cm²; HRC 3.

COLORS: Dark Navy
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL, LT-3XLT
STYLE: 102182-410, 102182-410-1

REGULAR PRICE

$484.99  $534.99
102182-410  102182-410-1
MEN’S FR LIGHTWEIGHT TWILL SHIRT

FEATURES
- 6 oz. FR twill 88% Cotton/12% High-tenacity nylon.
- Button down collar with button closure.
- FR melamine buttons throughout.
- Two chest pockets with flaps and button closures.
- Extended sleeve plackets with two-button adjustable cuffs.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 70E. UL Classified to NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 8.7 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Medium Blue
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL, MT-4XLT
STYLE: FRS003-465, FRS003-465-1

REGULAR PRICE
$134.99
FRS003-465
$144.99
FRS003-465-1

MEN’S FR CLASSIC TWILL SHIRT

FEATURES
- 7 oz. FR twill 88% Cotton / 12% high-tenacity nylon.
- Button-down collar with button closure.
- FR melamine buttons throughout.
- Two chest pockets with flaps and button closures.
- Extended sleeve plackets with two-button adjustable cuffs.
- Triple-stitched main seams.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 70E. ASTM F1506. UL Classified to NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 8.6 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Dark Navy
SIZES: S-2XL, 3XL-4XL, LT-4XLT
STYLE: FRS160DNY

REGULAR PRICE
$134.99
FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR

MEN’S FR PRO-DRY™ HI-VIS LONG SLEEVE SHIRT

FEATURES
- 6.7 oz. DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric.
- Tri-fiber fabric that delivers superior, always permanent moisture management.
- 3M™ segmented silver reflective.
- Increased fabric durability and improved stretch for longer-lasting wear and flexibility.
- Highly breathable and dries quickly.
- Proven wash-and-wear performance for long-lasting usability.
- Comfortable rib-trim collar.
- Women’s fit available.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96 Class 2, Level 2. Arc Rating: 9.3 cal/cm².
CAT 2. NFPA 70E. NFPA 2112.

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: S-5XL, MT-3XLT
STYLE: DFH05O

REGULAR PRICE
$199.99

MEN’S FR LIVEWIRE™ 1/4 ZIP SHIRT

FEATURES
- 11.7 oz. DragonWear® Inherent Tri-Blend FR Fabric.
- Inherently fire and arc-resistant garment.
- Moisture-wicking properties paired with increased wind resistance.
- Jersey face and lofted channel fleece back.
- 1/4 zip neck with stand-up collar.
- Extra-long hem with flat lock seam construction.
- Extra durable wash and wear performance.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Arc Rating: 32 cal/cm². CAT 3. NFPA 70E. NFPA 2112.

COLORS: Grey, Black
SIZES: S-5XL, LT-3XLT
STYLE: DFB203DH (Grey), DFB200DH (Black)

REGULAR PRICE
$209.99

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.
PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021
MEN’S ULTRASOFT™ 7 OZ. DELUXE STRIPED WORK SHIRT

FEATURES
• 7 oz. 88% FR Cotton/12% high tenacity nylon from Westex™.
• Soft feel of cotton comfort.
• Button down collar.
• Patch pockets with button down flap.
• Pen pocket on sleeve.
• Buttoned cuff.
• Placket front.
• Shoulder box pleats.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96 Class 2, Level 2. Arc Rating: 8.7 cal/cm².
CAT 2. NFPA 70E, NFPA 2112.

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: S-4XL, MT-4XLT
STYLE: US651, US6512X

REGULAR PRICE
$164.99 $174.99
US651 US651X

MEN’S ULTRASOFT™ 7 OZ. DELUXE WORK SHIRT

FEATURES
• 7 oz. 88% FR Cotton/12% high tenacity nylon from Westex™.
• Soft feel of cotton comfort.
• Button down collar.
• Patch pockets with button down flap.
• Pen pocket on sleeve.
• Adjustable buttoned cuff.
• Placket front.
• Centre box pleat.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Arc Rating: 8.7 cal/cm². CAT 2. NFPA 70E, NFPA 2112, CSA Z462, ASTM F1506, OSHA 1910.269

COLORS: Navy, Khaki, Orange
SIZES: S-4XL, MT-4XLT
STYLE: UP650, UP650X

REGULAR PRICE
$119.99 $129.99
UP650 UP650X
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

IFR WORKWEAR INC

MEN’S ULTRASOFT™ 6 OZ. HENLEY LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

FEATURES
- 6 oz. 88% FR Cotton/12% high tenacity nylon from Westex™.
- Soft feel of cotton comfort.
- Button down collar.
- Chest pocket.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Arc Rating: 10.9 cal/cm². CAT 2. NFPA 70E, CSA Z462, ASTM F1506, 1910.269.

COLORS: Navy, Khaki, Orange
SIZES: S-4XL, MT-4XLT
STYLE: UP660, UP660X

REGULAR PRICE
UP660 $114.99
UP660X $119.99

AVENGER 7 OZ. FR SURVEYOR VEST

FEATURES
- 7 oz. 88% Cotton/12% nylon twill weave, preshrunk FR fabric.
- Multi-purpose protection from electric arc and flash fire.
- Reinforced stitching.
- Snap closure.
- Pleated pockets with Velcro® flap closures, pen and tool pocket, GPS/radio/cell phone pocket, two large pockets inside vest, large zipper access map pocket.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Arc Rating: 8.9 cal/cm². CAT 2. NFPA 70E, NFPA 2112, CSA Z462, CGSB 155.20, ASTM F1506-02.

COLORS: Red
SIZES: S-4XL
STYLE: ASR1250, ASR1250X, ASR1250XX

REGULAR PRICE
ASR1250 $174.99
ASR1250X $184.99
ASR1250XX $194.99
MEN’S FR HI-VIS LONG-SLEEVE CSA T-SHIRT

Total visibility meets pure agility. Moisture-wicking and breathable, made exclusively with innovative Westex G2™ fabrics by Milliken®, this NFPA R 2112 compliant FR tee features hi-vis striping on top of the solid orange hi-vis base.

FEATURES
- 5.3 oz. FR 69% Cotton/25% Polyester/6% Polyoxadiazole.
- Rib knit collar and cuffs.
- Full underarm gussets make bending, stretching and reaching easy and comfortable.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
CSA Z96-09 Class 2, Level 2. Arc Rating: 8.2 cal/cm².

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: S-XL, 2XL-6XL, 2XLT-6XLT
STYLE: QT34OR, QT34ORX

REGULAR PRICE
$214.99 QT34OR
$254.99 QT34ORX

MEN’S FR ENDURANCE WORK SHIRT

FEATURES
- 7 oz. Ripstop Twill, 65% Cotton/35% Polyester.
- Topstitched collar and cuffs.
- Two-button adjustable closures.
- Hemmed front placket with button closure.
- Patch chest pockets, gas monitor pocket at front shoulders.
- Full underarm gusseting.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 9 cal/cm².

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: S-6XL, M-6XLT
STYLE: QS40NV, QS40NVX

REGULAR PRICE
$124.99 QS40NV
$124.99 QS40NVX

Supplies are limited in some styles. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

Over size styles may be extra. Prices effective until August 31, 2021.
FLAMEN RESISTANT WORKWEAR

MEN’S FR COMFORT WOVEN LIGHTWEIGHT SHIRT

FEATURES
• TenCate® Evolv™ FR 5.6 oz.
  50% Aramid/25% Lyocell/25% Modacrylic.
• Banded, button-down collar.
• Larger pockets for more storage.
• Double-needle topstitched placket.
• Lightweight, breathable moisture management.
• Topstitched adjustable cuff.
SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112 CAT 2. Arc Rating: 8.5 cal/cm².

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: S–6XL, M–6XLT
STYLE: QV50NV

REGULAR PRICE
$199.99
QV50NV

FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR

MEN’S LONG-SLEEVE BUTTON FRONT WORK SHIRT

FEATURES
• Westex Ultrasoft® Flame-resistant 7 oz. 88% cotton / 12% nylon.
• Two-piece lined collar.
• One-piece lined cuffs with button closures.
• Sleeve vents.
SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112. SLW2. Arc Rating: 8.6 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Grey, Khaki, Light Blue, Navy, Red, Silver
SIZES: S–6XL, M–6XL Long
STYLE: SLW2, SLW2X

REGULAR PRICE
$109.99
SLW2

$129.99
SLW2X
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.

PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

**FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR**

**MEN’S FR LONG-SLEEVE COMFORT KNIT T-SHIRT**

FEATURES
- 5.3 oz. 69% Cotton/25% Polyester/ 6% Polyoxadiazole
- Rib knit collar.
- Raglan sleeves.
- Full sideseam gusset.
- Concealed chest pocket with pencil stall.
- Contrasting thread color.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 8.2 cal/cm².

COLORS: Dark Blue
SIZES: S–4XL, M–4XLT
STYLE: QT32DB, QT32DBX

**REGULAR PRICE**
$169.99 QT32DB
$204.99 QT32DBX

**FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR**

**MEN’S HI-VIS COLOR BLOCK PULLOVER SWEATSHIRT**

Cold days on the job call for heavy-duty FR protection that keeps you as warm as it does safe. This hooded color-blocked pullover sweatshirt is the ultimate combination of FR protection, hi-vis compliance and comfort. Made of warm, stylish fleece, lined with knit waffle.

FEATURES
- Flame-resistant 10.5 oz. 67% Modacrylic / 29% Cotton / 4% Polyester
- Lining: Waffle 7.0 oz. 55% Modacrylic / 45% Cotton lining.
- Sleeve vents.
- Three piece hood with drawstring closure.
- Large hand warmer pocket, concealed utility pocket inside front pocket.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Arc Rating: 35 cal/cm². Hi-Vis Type R, Class 3-Roadway.

COLORS: Yellow/Green
SIZES: S–6XL, Reg. & Long
STYLE: SMB4HG

**REGULAR PRICE**
$494.99
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.

PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

REGULAR PRICE $149.99

MEN’S LOOSE FIT MIDWEIGHT CANVAS PANTS

FEATURES
- 8.5 oz. 88% FR Cotton/12% Nylon canvas fabric.
- Sits slightly below the waist.
- Loose through seat and thigh.
- 19” leg opening fits easily over work boots.
- Brass zippered fly with Nomex® FR zipper tape.
- Cell phone pocket, utility pocket, triple-stitched main seams.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Arc-resistant high-tension waist snap. Certified to NFPA 2112. Compliant to ASTM F1506, NFPA 70E & CSA Z462, Arc Rating 12 cal/cm², HRC 2.

COLORS: Dark Navy, Golden Khaki
SIZES: 30”-50” waist, 30”-36” inseam
STYLE: FRB159DNY, FRB159GKH

REGULAR PRICE $174.99
FRB240BLK, FRB240DNY

MEN’S FR CANVAS CARGO PANTS

FEATURES
- 8.5 oz. FR canvas, 88% Cotton/12% High-tenacity nylon.
- Comfortable fit through the seat and thigh.
- Arc-resistant button closure at waist.
- Brass zipper fly with Nomex® FR zipper tape.
- Two reinforced back pockets.
- Two large side cargo pockets with pen slots.
- Triple stitched main seams.
- Straight leg opening.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 70E. UL Classified to NFPA 2112. Compliant to ASTM F1506, NFPA 70E & CSA Z462, Arc Rating 12 cal/cm², HRC 2.

COLORS: Black, Dark Navy
SIZES: 30”-44”, 46”-54” waist, 30”-36” inseam
STYLE: FRB240BLK, FRB240BLK-1, FRB240DNY

REGULAR PRICE $189.99
FRB240BLK-1
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

MEN’S FR RUGGED FLEX® CANVAS CARGO PANTS

FEATURES
• 9 oz. 98% Cotton / 2% Spandex canvas.
• Rugged Flex® durable stretch technology for ease of movement.
• Sits at the waist.
• Comfortable fit through the seat and thigh.
• Secure cargo pocket with utility pocket and cell phone storage.
• Reinforced Dungaree back pockets.
• Stronger sewn-on-seam belt loops.
• Straight leg opening.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Certified to NFPA 2112. Compliant to ASTM F1506, NFPA 70E & CSA Z462. CAT 2.

COLORS: Dark Khaki
SIZES: 30”-54” waist, 30”-36” inseam
STYLE: 104205-DKH, 104205-DKH-1

REGULAR PRICE
$214.99
$234.99
104205-DKH
104205-DKH-1

MEN’S FR WASHED DUCK WORK DUNGAREE

Classic and comfortable, these men’s work dungarees keep you covered on the job. They’re made of durable FR duck that’s been washed for softness. The loose original fit is full through the seat and thighs, giving you plenty of room to kneel, bend, or squat.

FEATURES
• 11-ounce FR duck, 88% cotton / 12% nylon.
• Carhartt FR label sewn on back pocket; NFPA 2112/CAT 2 label sewn on front waistband.
• Carhartt®-strong triple-stitched main seams.
• More room to move with a comfortable fit through the seat and thigh and a straight leg opening.
• Brass zipper fly with Nomex® FR zipper tape; Arc-resistant button closure at waist.
• Garment washed for a soft finish and reduced shrinkage.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 70E. UL Classified to NFPA 2112.
Arc Rating: 15 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Mid-Brown
SIZES: 30”-54” waist, 30”-36” inseam
STYLE: 100791-246, 100791-246-1

REGULAR PRICE
$169.99
$189.99
100791-246
100791-246-1
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.

PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

---

**MEN’S AVENGER 12 OZ. DUCK WORK PANTS**

**FEATURES**

- 12 oz. 100% FR Cotton, preshrunk fabric.
- Double knee with knee pad opening.
- Front slash pockets, back patch pockets, tool pocket on right leg.
- Flap over zipper closure.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**

NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 15 cal/cm². CAT 2.

**COLORS:** Carmel Duck

**SIZES:** 28”-50” waist

**STYLE:** APC3610, APC3610X

**REGULAR PRICE**

$144.99 (APC3610)

$154.99 (APC3610X)

---

**MEN’S ULTRASOFT® 9 OZ. CARGO PANTS**

**FEATURES**

- 9 oz. 88% FR Cotton / 12% high tenacity nylon from Westex™.
- Flap over zipper closure.
- Front slash pockets, back patch pockets, tool pocket on right leg.
- Flap over zipper closure.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**

NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 12.4 cal/cm². CAT 2.

**COLORS:** Navy

**SIZES:** 28”-48” waist, 36” unhemmed leg length.

**STYLE:** UPN611, UPN611X

**REGULAR PRICE**

$124.99 (UPN611)

$139.99 (UPN611X)
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021.

MEN’S ULTRASOFT DUCK WORK PANTS

FEATURES
• INDURA® UltraSoft® rugged twill.
• 9 oz. 88% Cotton / 12% High Tenacity Yarn.
• 2 front pockets, 2 back pockets. Cargo pocket on side of each leg with flap.
• Zipper fly with melamine button.
• Bartacked belt loops.
• 2” silver 3M™ Scotchlite™ retroreflective band encircling each leg.
• All structural seams double stitched.
• All stress points and pockets bartacked.
• Sewn with flame resistant thread.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE

COLORS: Orange, Navy, Tan
SIZES: 28”-54” waist, 26’-36” inseam
STYLE: SP-119, SP-119X, SP-119XX

REGULAR PRICE
$149.99
SP-119

$159.99
SP-119X, SP-119XX

MEN’S COMFORT LIGHTWEIGHT PANTS

FEATURES
• 6.9 oz. 65% Cotton/35% Poly Ripstop Twill.
• Jean style cut.
• Wide/long belt loops to fit larger belts.
• Double utilility pocket for quick access to storage.
• Full crotch gussets.
• Cargo pocket with snap closure.
• Double articulated knees for ease of movement and increased mobility.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 9 cal/cm².

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: 28”-56” waist, 30”-36” inseam
STYLE: QP14NV

REGULAR PRICE
$129.99

F L A M E  R E S I S T A N T  W O R K W E A R
MEN’S CARGO POCKET WORK PANTS

FEATURES
- EXCEL FR® ComforTouch™.
- Westex Ultrasoft® 9 oz. 88% Cotton / 12% Nylon.
- Home and industrial wash.
Sizes Waist sizes 28-56 have 37 unfinished inseams
Features: Inner-lined waistband with hook-and-bar closure, two slack-style front pockets; two set-in hip pockets, left hip with button closure; two cargo pockets with two snap closures

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Arc Rating: 12.2 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: 28”-52” waist, unhemmed
STYLE: PLC2, PLC2X

REGULAR PRICE
$114.99
PLC2

$134.99
PLC2X

MEN’S UTILITY JEANS

FEATURES
- 14.75 oz.
- 2 front pockets, right pocket includes a watch pocket, 2 back pockets.
- Using Nomex® thread, flat felt side seams, double stitch on pockets and crotch, serge and single stitch on all other seams.
- YKK® #4.5 Concealed Nomex® taped brass zipper and button front closure.
- Relax fit, 7 belt loops, bar-tacked at all stress points.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Arc Rating: 16.4 cal/cm². CAT 2. ASTM F1506. CSA Z462. NFPA 70E.

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: 28”-54” waist, 28”- unfinished
STYLE: 9011TDEN

REGULAR PRICE
$129.99
FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR

WOMEN’S MOBILITY COVERALLS

FEATURES
- 5.5 oz 50% Aramid/25% Lyocell/25% Modacrylic.
- Improved fit in lower torso.
- 2-way, concealed Nomex tape, brass, break-away zipper.
- Concealed snap, top of zipper and neck.
- Lay-flat collar.
- Snap closure on cuff.
- Elastic waist back.
- 2 front swing pockets, 2 patch chest pockets with flaps
  and concealed snap closure, 2 patch hip pockets, left sleeve pocket,
  1 patch pocket on leg.
- Side vent openings w/snap closure.
- Home wash, and light soil.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 8.5 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: XS–2XL
STYLE: QC21NV

REGULAR PRICE
$354.99

FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR

WOMEN’S FR ULTRASOFT® DELUXE STRIPED SHIRT

FEATURES
- 7 oz 88% FR Cotton/12% High tenacity nylon.
- Button down collar.
- Patch pockets with button down flap.
- Buttoned cuff.
- Placket front.
- 2" 3M™ SCOTCHLITE™ segmented heat transfer reflective striping.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112, NFPA 70E, CSA Z462, ASTM F1506,
OSHA 1910.269, CGSB 155.20, Arc Rating: 8.7 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: XS–2XL
STYLE: USO471, USO471X

REGULAR PRICE
$169.99 $179.99

USO471 USO471X
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR

WOMEN’S COMFORT WOVEN LIGHTWEIGHT SHIRT

FEATURES
- 5.5 oz. 50% Aramid/25% Lyocell/25% Modacrylic.
- Gusset side seam to allow the garment to move with you instead of un-tucking itself.
- Banded, buttoned down topstitched collar.
- Napoleon pocket on left front chest with zipper closure for secure storage.
- Pencil stall on left sleeve.
- Placket front w/ button closure.
- Double needle top stitching.
- Darts on the back to provide a superior feminine fit.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 8.5 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Dark Grey
SIZES: S-3XL
STYLE: QS51DG

REGULAR PRICE
$199.99

FLAME RESISTANT WORKWEAR

WOMEN’S COMFORT KNIT LONG-SLEEVE T-SHIRT

FEATURES
- 5.3 oz. 69% Cotton/25% Polyester/6% Polyoxadiazole.
- Rib knit collar.
- Raglan sleeves.
- Full sideseam gusset.
- Contrasting thread color.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 8.2 cal/cm².

COLORS: Charcoal
SIZES: XS-XL, 2XL
STYLE: QT31CH, QT31CHX

REGULAR PRICE
$189.99
$224.99
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA.

PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

---

IFR WORKWEAR INC

WOMEN’S FR ULTRASOFT® SUIT-ALL BOTTOM

FEATURES
• 7 oz. 88% FR Cotton/12% High tenacity nylon.
• Adjustable Velcro closure at waist hem and leg hem.
• Flap over zipper closure.
• Side elastic for added comfort.
• Slash pockets on front, back patch pockets, tool pocket on right leg.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112, NFPA 70E, CSA Z462, ASTM F1506, OSHA 1910.269, CGSB 155.20, Arc Rating: 8.7 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: 34”-58”
STYLE: USO453, USO453X

REGULAR PRICE
$154.99
USO453

$169.99
USO453X

---

WOMEN’S FR ULTRASOFT® SUIT-ALL BOTTOM

FEATURES
• 7 oz. 88% FR Cotton/12% High tenacity nylon.
• Adjustable Velcro closure at waist hem and leg hem.
• Flap over zipper closure.
• Side elastic for added comfort.
• Slash pockets on front, back patch pockets, tool pocket on right leg.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112, NFPA 70E, CSA Z462, ASTM F1506, OSHA 1910.269, CGSB 155.20, Arc Rating: 8.7 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: 26”-38”
STYLE: UPN671, UPN671X

REGULAR PRICE
$129.99
UPN671

$144.99
UPN671X

---

IFR WORKWEAR INC

WOMEN’S FR ULTRASOFT® CARGO PANTS

FEATURES
• 7 oz. 88% FR Cotton/12% High tenacity nylon.
• Adjustable Velcro closure at waist hem and leg hem.
• Flap over zipper closure.
• Front slash pockets, back patch pockets, cargo pockets with Velcro closure.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112, NFPA 70E, CSA Z462, ASTM F1506, OSHA 1910.269, CGSB 155.20, Arc Rating: 8.7 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Orange
SIZES: 34”-58”
STYLE: USO453, USO453X
WOMEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT FR CARGO PANT

If storage and breathability are what you’re looking for in a women’s FR pant, then this lightweight CAT 2 AR/FR cargo pant is the right one for you. Seven total pockets, including a cargo pocket on each leg ensures you’ve got plenty of room to store all your tools.

FEATURES
• Interlined waistband with button closure.
• Two slack style front pockets.
• Two set in hip pockets, left hip pocket with button closure.
• Left leg cargo pocket and right leg utility pocket.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
NFPA 2112. Arc Rating: 9 cal/cm². CAT 2.

COLORS: Navy
SIZES: 4-20, 22 & 24
STYLE: PMU3NV8, PMU3NV8 X

REGULAR PRICE
$129.99 PMU3NV8
$184.99 PMU3NV8 X

YOUR WORKPLACE. YOUR STYLE.

Every year Mark’s and Mark’s Commercial are adding more women’s styles to our selection of industrial wear.

Women will find a bigger selection of clothing and footwear giving you more comfort and flexibility that is so important in the evolving workplace.

We’re listening.
ACCESSORIES
FARO FR NECK GAITOR

FEATURES
• 230g 48.5% Kermel/48.5% FR Lenzing® Viscose/3% No Shock® Interlock Knit.
• Generous neck coverage.
• Antistatic and highly resistant to abrasion.
• Moisture moving material.
• Flatlock seams.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE

COLORS: Royal Blue, Black
SIZES: One Size
STYLE: 79893

REGULAR PRICE $36.99

3-LAYER NECK GAITOR

FEATURES
• 3 layers of fabric to meet Health Canada standards.
• 98% Cotton/2% Spandex.
• Washable and reusable.
• Filter pouch to insert optional filters for extra protection.

COLORS: Navy Blue
SIZES: One Size
STYLE: CSTGATER3PLY

REGULAR PRICE $15.00

DAKOTA

PERFORM SAFETY GLASSES

FEATURES
• Single piece lens. Lightweight polycarbonate, impact resistant and anti-scratch. 99.9% UV protection.
• Adjustable arms with rubber tips.
• Soft nose piece.
• Breakaway cord.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
Compliant with SEI Cert Mod: CSA Z94.3-07

COLORS: Light Pastel Grey
SIZES: One Size
STYLE: SEP1019MWIOQ

REGULAR PRICE $17.99

SMOKED MIRROR SAFETY GLASSES

FEATURES
• Indoor/outdoor lens.
• Impact-resistant single piece polycarbonate lens with anti-scratch and smoked mirror coatings.
• 99.9% UV protection.
• Lightweight frameless design.
• Soft nose piece.
• Adjustable and pivoting arms with rubber tips.

COLORS: Dark Grey
SIZES: One Size
STYLE: SEP1019MWSM

REGULAR PRICE $17.99
CLEAR LENS SAFETY GLASSES

**FEATURES**
- Nylon frame. TPR rubber nose-piece. Temple is nylon and TPR rubber.
- Co-injection non-slip components, nose pads keep glasses in position and resist perspiration. 2.2 mm clear polycarbonate lens.
- Ballistic grade for enhanced, clear and accurate field of view.

**SAFETY COMPLIANCE**
Impact resistance that exceeds XSA Z94.3 and ANSI Z87.1 requirements for high-velocity impact. Meets or exceeds ballistic fragmentation impact standards. Meets MIL PFR-32432, Clause 3.6.3.1, class 1.

**COLORS:** Assorted  
**SIZES:** One Size  
**STYLE:** SEP02MHHCBKQ  
**REGULAR PRICE**  
$69.99

SYNTHETIC LEATHER MECHANICS GLOVE

**FEATURES**
- Synthetic leather palm.  
- Spandex backhand w/padded neoprene knuckles.  
- Elastic knit wrist w/hook & loop closure.  
- Wing thumb.  
- Reinforced index finger, fingertips & thumb.

**COLORS:** Black  
**SIZES:** S-2XL  
**STYLE:** 20-1-10603B  
**REGULAR PRICE**  
$16.99

GRAIN GOATSKIN DRIVER (IMPACT/CUT)

**FEATURES**
- Water-repellent grain goatskin palm & backhand.  
- TPR backhand impact protection.  
- Shirred elastic wrist.  
- Padded palm.  
- Stitched with Kevlar®.
- Cut-resistant lining.  
- Slip-on cuff.  
- Gunn cut w/keystone thumb.  
- Reinforced thumb saddle.

**COLORS:** White/Green/Blue  
**SIZES:** XS-3XL  
**STYLE:** 20-1-10697  
**REGULAR PRICE**  
$69.99

GRAIN GOATSKIN DRIVER (CUT/OIL)

**FEATURES**
- Oil-resistant grain goatskin palm & backhand.  
- Cut-resistant lining.  
- Slip-on cuff.  
- Shirred elastic wrist.  
- Wing thumb.  
- Reinforced thumb saddle.

**COLORS:** Black  
**SIZES:** S-3XL  
**STYLE:** 20-1-10751  
**REGULAR PRICE**  
$47.99

**SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES.** Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.
GRAIN GOATSKIN MECHANICS GLOVE
w/PADDED PALM

**FEATURES**
- Grain goatskin palm.
- Spandex backhand w/neoprene knuckles.
- Elastic wrist w/hook & loop closure.
- Keystone thumb.
- Foam padded palm.
- Reinforced fingertips.

**COLORS:** Yellow/Black

**SIZES:** S–2XL

**STYLE:** 20–1–1214

**REGULAR PRICE**

$15.99

---

GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER
w/KEYSTONE THUMB (HI-VIZ)

**FEATURES**
- Grain cowhide palm.
- Hi-viz nylon backhand w/reflective strip.
- Slip-on cuff.
- Shirred elastic wrist.
- Gunn cut w/keystone thumb.

**COLORS:** White/Hi-Viz Orange

**SIZES:** S–XL

**STYLE:** 20–1–1582–MC

**REGULAR PRICE**

$16.99

---

GRAIN GOATSKIN GLOVE
w/5" CUFF (CUT/ARC)

**FEATURES**
- Grain goatskin palm & backhand.
- Cut-resistant Kevlar® lining.
- 5" split cowhide gauntlet cuff.
- Shirred elastic wrist.
- Keystone thumb.
- Stitched with Kevlar®.

**COLORS:** White

**SIZES:** XS–2XL

**STYLE:** 20–1–1605

**REGULAR PRICE**

$35.99

---

GRAIN GOATSKIN DRIVER
(CUT/ARC)

**FEATURES**
- Grain goatskin palm & backhand.
- Slip-on cuff.
- Shirred elastic wrist.
- Keystone thumb.

**COLORS:** White

**SIZES:** XS–2XL

**STYLE:** 20–1–1610

**REGULAR PRICE**

$11.99

---

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark's Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021.
GRAIN GOATSkin DRIVER (CUT)

**FEATURES**
- Grain goatskin palm & backhand.
- Cut-resistant lining.
- Shirred elastic wrist.
- Wing thumb.
- Reinforced thumb saddle.

**COLORS:** White
**SIZES:** S–3XL
**STYLE:** 20-1-1871
**REGULAR PRICE:** $33.99

---

GRAIN DEERSkin TIG WELDER w/4.5” CUFF

**FEATURES**
- Grain deerskin palm.
- Split cowhide backhand.
- 4.5” split cowhide gauntlet cuff.
- Shirred elastic wrist.
- Gunn cut w/wing thumb.
- Stitched with Kevlar®.

**COLORS:** White/Tan
**SIZES:** S–2XL
**STYLE:** 60-1-1722
**REGULAR PRICE:** $21.99

---

GRAIN COWHIDE FITTER w/SAFETY CUFF (HI-VIS)

**FEATURES**
- Grain cowhide palm, index finger & fingertips.
- Hi-viz nylon backhand w/grain leather knuckle strap & reflective strip.
- Fleece palm lining.
- Rubberized safety cuff.
- Inside elastic wrist.
- Gunn cut w/wing thumb.

**COLORS:** White/Hi-Viz Orange
**SIZES:** One Size
**STYLE:** 506C21-40-1-287
**REGULAR PRICE:** $15.99

---

GRAIN GOATSkin TIG WELDER w/4.5” CUFF

**FEATURES**
- Grain goatskin palm.
- Split cowhide backhand.
- 4.5” split cowhide gauntlet cuff.
- Shirred elastic wrist.
- Gunn cut w/wing thumb.
- Stitched with Kevlar®.

**COLORS:** White/Tan
**SIZES:** S–2XL
**STYLE:** 60-1-1722
**REGULAR PRICE:** $21.99

---

GRAIN DEERSkin TIG WELDER w/5.5” CUFF & HEAT PATCH

**FEATURES**
- Reverse grain deerskin palm & backhand.
- 5.5” split cowhide gauntlet cuff w/gore.
- Clute cut w/straight thumb & thumb strap.
- Left hand heat patch.

**COLORS:** White/Tan
**SIZES:** 9-13
**STYLE:** 64-1-1525
**REGULAR PRICE:** $55.99

---
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

LATEX COATED POLY/COTTON GLOVES
FEATURES
• Poly-cotton shell.
• Latex palm coating w/crinkle finish
• Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.
• CFIA approved.

COLORS: Blue
SIZES: 6-10
STYLE: 99-1-275BP

REGULAR PRICE
$399

NITRILE COATED 15ga NYLON/SPANDEX
FEATURES
• 15 ga. nylon/spandex shell.
• Foam nitrile palm coating w/textured finish.
• Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.

COLORS: Grey/Black
SIZES: 5-12
STYLE: 99-1-9605

REGULAR PRICE
$599

NITRILE COATED 15ga NYLON/SPANDEX (HI-VIS)
FEATURES
• 15 ga. nylon/spandex shell.
• Foam nitrile palm coating w/textured finish.
• Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.

COLORS: Black/Hi-Viz Yellow
SIZES: 5-12
STYLE: 99-1-9606

REGULAR PRICE
$599

NITRILE COATED 15ga NYLON/SPANDEX
FEATURES
• 15 ga. nylon/spandex shell.
• Nitrile knuckle coating w/textured finish.
• Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.

COLORS: Grey/Black
SIZES: 5-12
STYLE: 99-1-9610KD

REGULAR PRICE
$599
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Regular Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latex Coated HPPE (Cut)</strong></td>
<td>• HPPE shell.</td>
<td>Black/Grey</td>
<td>7-11</td>
<td>99-1-9701</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Latex palm coating w/crinkle finish.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Polyurethane Coated 18ga HPPE (Cut)**                    | • 18 ga. HPPE shell.                          | Grey            | 5-11        | 99-1-9770-MC   | $15.99        |
|                                                           | • Polyurethane palm coating w/smooth finish.  |                 |             |                |               |
|                                                           | • Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.           |                 |             |                |               |

**Double Nitrile Coated HPPE (Cut)**                       | • HPPE shell.                                | Black/Grey      | 6-11        | 99-1-9623      | $9.99         |
|                                                           | • Double dipped nitrile palm coating w/textured finish. |   |             |                |               |
|                                                           | • Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.           |                 |             |                |               |

**Nitrile Coated HPPE (Cut)**                              | • HPPE shell.                                | Grey            | 6-11        | 99-1-9626      | $15.99        |
|                                                           | • Nitrile palm coating w/textured finish.    |                 |             |                |               |
|                                                           | • Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.          |                 |             |                |               |

**Supplies are Limited in Some Styles.** Contact your Mark's Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark’s Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

OVER SIZE STYLES MAY BE EXTRA. PRICES EFFECTIVE UNTIL AUGUST 31, 2021

NBR COATED 18ga HPPE (Cut)
FEATURES
• 18 ga. HPPE/fiberglass shell.
• Foam NBR palm coating w/smooth finish.
• Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.

COLORS: Black/Grey
SIZES: 5-11
STYLE: 99-1-9772
REGULAR PRICE $16.99

NBR COATED 13ga KEVLAR® (Cut)
FEATURES
• 13 ga. Kevlar® shell.
• Foam NBR knuckle coating w/textured finish.
• Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: 6-11
STYLE: 99-1-9776
REGULAR PRICE $21.99

NITRILE COATED NYLON GLOVES
FEATURES
• Nylon shell.
• Foam nitrile palm coating w/porous finish.
• Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: 6-11
STYLE: 99-1-9799
REGULAR PRICE $3.99

NITRILE COATED NYLON GLOVES
FEATURES
• Nylon shell.
• Foam nitrile palm coating w/smooth finish.
• Elastic knit wrist w/hemmed cuff.
• CFIA approved.

COLORS: White/Grey
SIZES: 6-11
STYLE: 99-1-9800
REGULAR PRICE $3.99
SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED IN SOME STYLES. Contact your Mark's Commercial Sales Representative for information on program pricing and volume discounts.

SYNTHETIC LEATHER PERFORMANCE GLOVE

FEATURES
• Synthetic leather palm.
• Neoprene backhand.
• TPR finger impact protection.
• Slip-on wrist.
• Silicone dotted grip.

COLORS: Black
SIZES: XS-M
STYLE: 20-1-104

REGULAR PRICE
$29.99

GRAIN COWHIDE DRIVER GLOVES

FEATURES
• Grain cowhide palm & backhand.
• Slip-on cuff.
• Shirred elastic wrist.
• Gunn cut w/keystone thumb.

COLORS: Tan
SIZES: 6–8
STYLE: 20-1-376 BD

REGULAR PRICE
$19.99

Now you can collect Canadian Tire Money® on the things you need to redeem for the stuff you want. Ask us in-store or visit triangle.com for more details.